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ChAPP-Xl I

Introduction

1.1 The Importance of Secondary Electrons in iladiobiology

X- and gamma radiation effso t biological changes by way of a

long chain of events, the first of which is the conversion of photon energy

into kinetic energy of free electrons, leaving the atoms concerned ionised,

however, the bulk of tae ionisation and excitation is caused not by the

photons, but by the electrons which they liberate. Accompanying each of

these latter ionisations is a free electron which may itself be capable of

producing yet more ionisations and excitations. Whilst biological effects

are no doubt a consequence of chemical reactions in the cell, it is by means

of the processes described above that the photon distributes its energy in

preparation for these reactions. Herein lies tae importance of secondary

electrons. When a free electron has an energy less than the lowest

axcitational potential of the molecules in the irradiated medium, it loses

energy much more slowly in elastic collisions, or in the case of a polar'

medium, by exciting vibrational and rotational modes of oscillation. iho

life of the free electron ends when it is thermalisad, being captured by a

positive ion or a neutral molecule.

Fano* (1954) has pointed out that tae radiation energy is most

effective for activating the greatest number of atoms when it has been

degraded to the chemical rango, i.e. energy "packets" of the order of

magnitude from lev to lOev. The important secondary role played by sub-

excitation electrons has been described by Platg.nann (1955)» and applied

to account for various anomalous experimental observations. Magee and

Burton-^ (1951) have considered the possibility of the formation of negative



ions by the attachment of sub-ionisation electrons to neutral molecules.

In this study, they assumed that the energy distribution of all sub-

ionisation electrons was the same as tae distribution of these electrons

formed by the primary elootron alone, i.e. tertiary and higher order

electrons were assumod to have a negligible effect on the 3nape of the

energy distribution. The latter distribution has been derived

theoretically by Bethe^ (1933) for tae case of electrons having an energy

greater than lkev incident on atomic hydrogen. Due to the complexity of

the calculations, furtner theoretical work on other atoms is impracticable,

and an experimental investigation is therefore desirable.

tx^ansfer, (iwJS.T.), a knowledge of the energy distribution of the relatively

high energy secondary electrons is required. This topic has received

considerable attention, and will be reviewed in Chapter II.1.

1.2 Aadiation Dosimetry

air chamber is impracticable and the cavity ionisation chamber is used for

the standard measurement of dose. momentary Bragg-Qray theory has been

found to be inadequate for absolute work, and several theories have been

All such theories demand a knowledge of the energy distribution of tuo

electron flux which crosses tae gas cavity, producing ionisation. electron
6

slowing down theox^y has been applied to this problem by Spencer and Attix

(1955)» and is described in Chapter II.1.

Bragg-Gray theory predicts that the ionisation in a cavity is

direotly proportional to the pressure of gas inside the cavity. The

experiments of Wilson (1954) and other workers,indicate an excess of

ionisation current as the pressure is lowered. Greening^ (1954) suggested

In theoretical studies on the distribution of linear energy

For photon energies greater than the order of XMev, tae free

developed in an effort to explain experimental results
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that tne excess current was not due to ionisation but rather to the

unbalance in transfer of slow secondary eleetx-ons from one electrode to

tne other, brought about by the applied potential difference. Using a

semi-empirical formula for the energy distribution of slow electrons

released from tha surfaces of the eaaaber walls, Greening obtained the

current-voltage I (v) ^)caaracteristic of a "vacuum Chamber". I'he gas
pressure must be sufficiently low to reduce the ionisation current to a

negligible proportion of the total current. his considerations explain

the asymmetry in the experimental I (v) characteristic found by i'aylor^
(1951)i they have also been the inspiration behind the present investigation.

However, Greening* s assertion that his calculation of the electr on exchange

between two concentric spheres is independent of the angular distribution

of electron emission, is incorrect. 'rfe have shown in Appendix A that

Greening* s result is correct only in tha case of a cosine emission. In a

later work, Greening1^ (1957) has saown that the theory of spenoer and Attix.

is in good agreement with cavity ionisation measurements at reduced

pressures. Nevertheless, slow electron exchange can be expected to play

an important part in observations at lower pressures, whore the moan free

path for low energy electron collisions with gas molecules is comparable to

the plate separation.

when measuring the very high doseratos that are possible from

beryllium window x-ray tubes and pulsed high energy x-ray generators,

difficulty is experienced in collecting all the ions formed in an ionisation

chambor since the aigh density of production leads to a high rate of

recombination. Taylor' has suggested that these difficulties can be

overcome by using vacuum chambers. Several workers have since developed

and patented those devices, and we give a fuller description in Chapter II.3*



1.3 o0C0Adar.y iiileotx-on amission (S.H.m.)

Although the chemical and biological affects of low energy

electrons depend upon the electron flux xnsida an irradiated medium, we

must of necessity observe this flux after it das emerged from tae surface.

In the case of tno high energy electrons considered in cavity ionisation

theory, the effect of the surface potential barrier on the energy and

angular distributions of tde flux will be negligible. when the electron

energy is comparable to tde height of the potential barrier, bote, of these

distributions will be influenced to a considerable extent. This fact

serves to ©aphasia© the similarity between the present work and the study

of S.d.ii. In addition to S.JS.Iii. produced by electron bombardment, it has

also been produced by bombardment with ion beams, particles and fission

particles. In his theory of S.m.iii. induced by high speed ions, Sternglass

(1957) likens the escape aone near tue surface to a suallow ionisation

cuamber from which a fixed fraction of all taa liberated electx-ons is

collected, fhis theory contains the widely held assumption of most theories

of m.A.h., namely, that the number of electrons emerging from the surface

is proportional to the energy deposited in the escape aone. If this

assumption is correct, then the emission of low energy secondaries from the

surface of an irradiated medium provides us with an excellent matnod of

measuring the absorbed dose at the surface of the medium. However, the

potential barrier and therefore the number of secondarxes emitted, is very

sensitive to surface contamination. In addition, there is no theory as

yat^ whica enables the evaluation of '•the energy required to liberate one
secondary electron"to be performed. nevertheless, S.S.m. would seem to

offer an attractive secondary method of measuring absorbed dose.

1.4 Interactions in an Irradiated Medium

(i) Photon Interactions

In the range of photon energies wita which we are concerned,



paix* production cannot occur and photons arc scattered by the

haylaign, Photoelectric and Compton processes.

(a; Photoelectric Effect

When a photon of energy ^ P strikes an atom, there is a

finite probability that it will eject an alectx»on from the

n^" shell. i'he ejected photoelectron has an energy £- given by

6 = (1)

where £ ^ is the binding energy of the ntix saell.

The excited atom can lose its energy in one of two ways.

There is a probability di^the fluorescence yield), of the atom
emitting a characteristic photon of energy £,v and a probability

\ - co^ of it losing its energy by omitting an Auger electron
of tnat energy. Whilst tae energy consex-vation equation (l")is

readily derived, the calculation of the interaction ( or

attenuation) cross-section per atom, f', is much mora complicated.

For reasons of momentum cons exrvation, the effect cannot take

place with free electrons and as would therefore be expected, the

more tightly bound electrons are affected most readily.

Calculations show that

where 2 is fha atomic number. For materials of low atomic

number ana energies less tuan 2QCkev, tl^ 3 decreasing to 1 at

nighor energies. When h>>y £.K , tae K shell contributes about

dOfU of the total cross-section, and the magnitude of T is

greatest when hV is slightly greater than £-(< •

(b) layleigh Scattering

At low energies (the classical conception of

X-radiation is valid. An atomic electron is forced to oscillate
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at tne same frequency as the incident electro-magnetic wave, and

the oscillating electron re-radiates all the energy which it

absox'bed. Raylaigh' s expression for tiis differential cross-

sec tion per electx-on is

qZ = wc* 6 (3)
When the angle of deflection, <^> , is snail, tiie radiation from
neighbouring electrons in tne atom will axhibxt co-operative

interference, and the scattering will be maxnly in the forward

direction. Since no energy is given up to electronic kinetic

energy, this effect is only of secondary importance.

(o; Compton scattering

When vnoC.z , the classical treatment breaks down

and the radiation must be treated as quanta of energy hv3.

The relativistic equations expressing energy and momentum

conservation in the collision of a quantum with a free electron,

can be solved to yield the following expressions,

Cot© = - ( \ * 4>/x (4)

W' ( 1 -cos<£) ^

) hjL. - CO*#} )t - W. ( 7 ) (6)
I 1 + 7^Z-0~ cos#) )

wuere £- = kinetic energy of the recoil electron scattered

at an angle & ,

and hy>/ - reduced energy of the photon after collision,

scattered at <j) (where both © ml f> are measured with respect
to the initial photon direction). The differential cross-section

per electron for the Compton effect is given by the well known

Klein IJisnina expression

-i— ~ ~~T ? (l»cos<j|> -t
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V* -J/
where = /j^0cz

tfaen (ft =■ o , Dili equation reduces to the .taylaigh expression

and according to eqn. (6), the electron receives no energy.

From equations (6) and (7), it is possible to find the

distribution in energy of the recoil electrons.

__ <de cr . d <j>
At Acf> d£ ^

= a-n si« /\+
L <^--cx- ) V"1 v' Oi S UA (^>

rr I „ . c*11 C* - coi CSV" ~y
iy£>. .<»„> ^+«»><l> * j (8)

12 11This distribution das been tabulated by Jodns at al '

(1952, 19545 and represented in a series of graphs by Helms

(1953).

!he above considerations take no account of electron binding

in tae atom, and predict too large a value of the cross-section. In

situations where this is important, classical scattering more taan

compensates for it. In tissue-like media when ^ ^ > lo key , binding

effects are negligible.

Values of the photoelectric, total Rayleiga and total Compton
15

interaction cross—sections nave been tabulated by Qrodstein and MoGinnies

(1957, 1959). Fig. I.i snows the cross-sections for copper, taken from

these data.

.Berger"^ (1961; defined tua energy transfer coefficient as that

part of the interaction coefficient which leads directly to the production

of kinetic energy of free electrons. She tabulated the values of

T - T (\ - i T ^,L'cOps. — K v vsV ' u ^ (9)

and er-V)s — ^ „ (1°)



(ii) Inelastic Electron Internotions

The theoretical treatment of collisions between electrons and.

atoms is more complicated than in the case of photons and atoms. In

tae energy range under consideration, bremsstrahlung losses are

negligible in comparison with collision energy losses.

(a) Knock-on Collisions

ifhen the incident electron has an energy E very much greater

than the orbital electron energy, and when it passes close by the

atomic electron, the latter may be ejected with any energy up to

a maximum of % • Such collisions involving an energy transfer

T » binding energy, are described by the classical lutherford

cross-section in which the atomic electron is treated as completely

"free".

o- ( E, r) a-r = d/T _ dT
T2- £ T*- U1'

where v is the velocity of the incident electron.

The quantum mechanical result of Mott allows for the exchange

force between the two identica.1 electrons, and we have

<r(t, T)dT ^ T~ + (€^)x H ^)j(i2)
dhen the incident electron has a relativistic energy, Keller's

expression for the cross-section must be used.

iJhilst only being strictly valid for 1 T? binding energy, the

knock-on cross-section has been widely used to account for S-ray

production in tissue, the lower limit of T being taken as ^ lQGev.

(b) Glancing Collisions

when the incident electron passes by an atomic electron at a

distance, there is still a finite probability of a small energy

transfer. Tae atomic electron experiences a pulse of electro-
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magnetic radiation due to the accelerated electron whica has an

effect mucu the same as in tae photoelectric interaction. Since

the energy transfer is small, it is the outer eleotrons that are

affected predominantly in glancing collisions, and as in tae

photoelectric effect, the probability of ejecting an electron wita

an energy much greater taan the binding energy decreases rapidly.

Since electron binding is an essential part of this process,

a quantum mechanical treatment is necessary in which must appear

the wave functions of tae atomic eleotrons. Ihe theory has only

been given for the hydrogen atom by Bethe^ (1933) who found that

the cross-section is proportional to the optical absorption

probability. As a first approximation,

where = \ 2> ■ & ^ -e_v.

Bethe says that the transition from tae glancing to the knock-on

interaction occurs at an energy of approximately "{Oev.

of secondary electrons liberated by an ionising particle. ft'han

T > 100 or 200ov, the knock-on distribution holdsj for smaller

values of secondary electron energy, there is a gradual transition

on the transmission of monoenergotic electrons through extremely

tain foilie, indicate taat the Bethe cross-section is an over estimate

at low values of T . Bhis is thought to be due to a density effect.

Ouch experiments serve to illustrate the present lack of theoretical

knowledge concerning secondary electrons produced in glancing

collisions.

(13)

to a distribution approximately proportional to 4 given by
l8

eqn. (13). Experiments quoted by Hutchinson and Pollard (1961)
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(o) Slow ialeotron Collisions

The quantum mecuanioal calculations loading to eqns. (12) and

(13) are based upon the Sorn approximation. In ciassioal terms,

this approximation requires that the velocity of the incident

electron should be very much greater than the orbital velooitp of

the atomic electron. At present there is no general collision
19

theory which overcomes tais limitation. tfolff (1954) kas

considered the collisions suffered by an electron having an energy

less than ^0&v in the Perai-Dirao gas of a metal. He has

calculated the a- and p- wave phase shifts using a screened

coulomb potential, and has shown that the former predominates.

The inference to be drawn is that an electron loses on the average

about half its energy at each collision.

(d) lonisation and Excitation Events Caused by an Electron
20 /

Feng (1961) has calculated the distribution of events initiated

by primary and secondary electrons of various energies in a system

irradiated by monoenergetic electrons. He assumed that the

knock-on cross-section would hold for energy transfers ranging from

half the primary energy to the minimum excitation potential of tie

medium. This is obviously a crude approximation, but its error

lies in the underestimation of the number of slow secondaries formed,,

and hence of the contribution of these to the total number of events.

For tae case of a primary electron energy of 530kev, Feng snowed

that about one quarter of the energy is dissipated directly in

excitation and ionisation by the primaries, the remainder being

transformed into kinetic energy of secondary electrons. The latter

cause further events and lead to results such as those shown in

Table 1.1.
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Table 1,1

Percentage of the Primary Energy dissipated in
events by electrons in the energy ran/gee shown

linergy Ranges of Electrons in ev

Primary Energy 2.5 - P
2.5 . 10*

2.5 . 10^
- 2.5 . icr

2.5 . 10*
- 2.5 . 1°

2.5 * lot
- 2.5 . lO-5

2.5 .

- 5.0 .

XO
10**

6.5 kev m 29$ 22/0 - -

60 kev 19$ 17/o 17$ -

500 kev 46/« 1T$ 9/o 16/v 12$

The importance of low energy electrons is obvious? approximately

one naif of the total number of excitations and ionisations is

caused by electrons having an energy in the range 2.5ev to 25Qev.

According to Feng, the average energy of this group is about 60ev.

One could expect an even greater percentage of the total energy to

be liberated by low energy secondaries,if a Bethe-type cross-section

were used for electron energies less than lOOev.

1.5 Aims of the Investigation

Tne present work is directed at the low energy portion of the

electron flux liberated in media by x-radiation. We snail examine the

following properties.

(a) the energy spectrum

(b) the total number of low energy electrons

The variation of both of these quantities with the material

irradiated will be examined. We shall also sea aow the total number of

electrons varies with x-ray quality.
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CHAPTB.1 II

Review- of the Literature

II.1 Theory of an Electron Slowing Down

(i) Introduction

This theory is directed primarily at the determination of the

flux of high energy electrons in an irradiated medium. Before

reviewing the literature, we feel that it would be most useful to

define tae different distribution functions which occur in the theory.

The electron source distribution, is defined as the

number of electrons set in motion per second by the incident radiation

per unit volume, which have an energy between Lc and £l +- .

many workers have assumed a monoanergetic source; their results are

readily adapted for a continuous energy distribution.

The volume distribution of electrons, N (f")) is the number of
electrons having an instantaneous energy £ present per unit time in

unit volume of the medium. By definition this is not a differential

distribution.

The electron flux density, ")<*£ > is the number of electrons

crossing unit area per second saving an energy between £. and

(ii) Continuous Slowing Down (C.S.D.)

The C.S.I), model assumes tnat an electron loses energy in

infinitesimally small steps during its slowing down from &i to zero,

ye can therefore write for the volume distribution

Xti MO* (1)

This is equivalent to taking a "running total" over the initial electron

distribution above £ , as described by Spiers-^ (1956)*



Lea^"*" (1946) and Johns et al"^' ^ (1952, 1954) have used the

C.S.D. model to calculate the flux distribution. Johns derives the

relation

=-(2TU(C^ (2)
where is stoPPi'liS power of an electron having energy £.

Joans also calculates the ion density distribution from

$(e)dt = (3)
where N(lf)dT equals the number of electrons that produce an ion

density between J. and T +-dX ions per cm.

(iii) Allowance for &-tracks

The inability of the C.S.D. model to explain observations of

cavity ionisation has led to tno inclusion of S-ray formation in the

theory. During tho process of energy degradation, an electron loses

energy in both glancing and knock-on collisions. Although the former

are more numerous, the latter collisions involve a much greater energy

transfer and account for about one half of the total energy lost by

the primary electron. The S-ray formed, can have an energy ranging

up to one half the primary energy, the more energetic electron emerging

from the collision being called the primary. This means that an

electron does not appear in all energy intervals during its slowing

down, and the functions and _<£ (c) are modified accordingly. As

a general formulation, we can split up the distributions into the

primary, secondary, tertiary, etc components, using subscripts 1, 2, 3

etc., respectively. Thus we oan write

C^-i} * ■*- n>C*0 ^
ts> (£) = N, CO 4 ^00 + (O (5)

CO = C^O +" CO ^ 3 CO -»-••••
Schneider and CormaciO (1959) have quoted Till's unpublished work, in
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whioh he adopted, fcne C.S.D. modal to calculate • Thus

Ni^C) = J n'Ct;)d£;
ani

v(JtyN,&). (8)
Till next used ^ (£) to calculate <3>x(£) by the following

process. ^ £; mm.

-n.^O - (9)

where c^(^£',££■) equals the probability par unit path, length, par unit

energy interval, that an electron of energy £' will produce a secondary of

energy in a collision. The maximum energy of the secondary electron

source distribution will, of course, be £'<- > by the definition

already given. Then as before,
a (ti) (10)

c

^ n.co ("j
In this fashion, Till computed the total flux given by eqn. (6). In

order to test this use of C.S.D., Schneider and Coxmiaok carried out

Monte Carlo calculations on the energy degradation of an electron.

They used a scheaatisatioa common to all theories allowing for S-rays,

namely, the assumption that C.S.D. can be used for all energy losses less

than a value % , and that all losses greater than produce £-rays.

From tables of electron "case histories", the authors plotted the number

of primary electrons passing through a certain energy level in the

continuous mode, against energy. In the case of a uniform source

distribution, tnis quantity is the primary electron volume distribution

^i(£^) . Using eqju (8j, they found , and noted that this
distribution was identical to that calculated by assuming C.S.D. as in

eqn. (2). fill's method was therefore found to be justified.

Fig. II. 1 shows N, (c) found by Schneider and Coraack for



Volume distribution op electrons
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£,(tlSS

I *o «_ —-
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^-:
C.S.f

i© = 3oo ev.

3©

a<2.c jr&w . tTj £k^^ jl
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Ta - IGOev and Tc - 3uOanoraalisod to unit souxoo density.

The curves for 5Gkev and 30kev electrons coincide for both values of r0
n>Vve.v> plotted aga\nst" ttxioced aoe^y £ €-0'

On the G.S.D. model, N , equals unity at all energies at the above

normalisation. The energy dissipated "locally" by the primary olectrons

in the range £ to £>d£ is simply N,(e) dC . The total energy

dissipatod by all electrons set in motion by a primary electron of

enavw "r : is .civan bv

various radiations using a slightly different method. He adopted a

he included three components!

(a) electrons produced with energy £ in that region

(b) electrons degraded to tnat energy from the adjacent

higher energy region

(c) S-ray electi-ons (or their complements^) entering the

region from remote energy regions

The author adopted the Miliar cross-section, integrated between the

appi-opriate limits, to calculate component (o). He also assumed that

when losses were less taan a certain value , they were local.

Starting his calculation at the highest energy interval, Surch

automatically allowed for tertiary and higher order contributions to N (X).
Perhaps the best treatment to date is tnat of Spencer and

Fano*" (1954j; discussed together with some numerical results by
McQinnies2^ (1958). These authors recognised the necessity of solving

the equation governing the statistical balance of electrons of energy £ :

(0 ^ T)dt = (1 Ce + T") (?*(€ + * , r) d-y
o 0

+ TV S ( £0- £)

(13)
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whore 3* (£.}-y) is the probability per unit path length that an electron

of energy £ will lose an energy T in a collision. Tae j&rao delta-function

represents a uniformly distributed source of ru monoenergetic electrons with

energy . The flux <J> is normalised according to the dimensions of
the source function.

Thus, if is expressed in units of :y no. of electrons
cm3 . uoc . unit energy interval

tnen is in nnits of - - - . no. of electrons

2' ......
cm . sec . unit energy interval

The authors point out that the time and space elements are irrelevant, and t^

can represent the total number of electrons generated.

In this case, $C0 has units of . . . no. of electrons . cm

unit energy interval

i.e. the total path length travelled by all electrons in falling from an

energy to £, .

Because of the preponderance of very small energy losses,

Spencer and Fano could not integrate aqn. (13) directly. They adopted the

conventional method of treating energy losses above a certain limit, T0 t

with the Miliar cross-section, and used stopping power data to evaldate an

integral form of the cross-section for smaller energy losses. The

expression for the flux reduces to an equation of the form,

160 - —— <? i _ T /j. P\)
f- (j-o i t) i1(14)

where pyg ^ as approximately the reciprocal stopping power calculated
by excluding energy losses greater than f0 -L(^o,f^)is an integral
involving the flux at energies greater taan T , and an integrated form of

the Miller cross-section*

MoQinnies^ nas tabulated values of ^ for different primary
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energies in various Media. Lhe draws attention to the dictations

imposed by using the Miller cross-section Which does not include the

effects of electron binding. For elements of nigh atomic number with

too key , tae number of K electrons is only a small

fraction of the total and the values of are expected to be

valid down to £. ^ A £ L por lignt elements, ©he tabulates cp~ (Q

down to 4 DO -ev/-

Fig. II.2 shows the electron flux distribution in water for

primary electrons of approximately IQOkev and JOkav, normalised to unit

source strength. Since N> = 1, on the C.S.D. model, is

simply equal to (^^/dx^) Values of the stopping power taken from
21

Helms (195^) and Lea'" have been used to calculate the flux on the

C.S.L. model, and this has been plotted alongside McOinnies' data in

Fig. II.2. It can be seen that at energies lass than about one third

of the primary electron energy, the electron flux is much greater when

one takes £-ray production into account.

(iv) Experimental Measurement of <3> (j~)
Apart from the improved agreement between experimental observations

and tae tneox'y of cavity ionisation including S-zay production, direct

experimental confirmations of slowing down theory are few.
29

Birkhoff et al (l938j have used a magnetic spectrometer to

investigate the electron flux emerging into a saiall oavity out into a

beta—active medium. their results indicate an agreement with Spenoer-

Fano theory for energies above 3pQkev, but below this energy discrapancies

are apparent. It was suggested that this was a consequence of uncertain

correction terms required to allow for the absorption in the counter

window. Birkhoff30'31 (1962, 1963) has also described experiments on

the positron flux from Cu0"^. Using a scintillation motaod, only those
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pulses ware counted which were accompanied simultaneously by an

annihilation photonj secondary electrons ware thereby rejected. The

primary flux aensured in this manner was found to be in excellent

agreement with that obtained using C.S.B. theory, confirming the result

of tae Monte Carlo calculations of Schneider and Coraaek.

It is hoped that the "keplertron" descx-ibed by Birkuoff"^'
will shortly be used to give some experimental information concerning

tne flux distribution between lav and 40kev.

II.2 secondary electron iiaiission (S.B.h.)

A comprehensive review of this topic would require several volumes,

and would involve much work of no direct concern to our argument. After

reviewing tae fundamental properties of b.iS.Js., attention will therefore be

limited to those papers necessary for the development of this thesis. Sirvce

the prime agent xn ejecting secondaries from a material irradiated by X-rays

is aii electron, only S.h.B. by electron bombardment will be considered,

(i) Fundamental Properties

The review articles by McKay^ (1948)j Dekker"^ (1958) a-hd

Hachenberg and Brauer*^ (1959) have summarised the progress made up to

recent years. A complete description of S.iS.B. requix-es the measurement

(and theoretical treatment) of the number of S.B. emitted per unit area

per primary electron whicu nave an energy £ and direction r£h 0)
i.e. the <iuantity ^ C^~? — r* Zu

The total energy distribution ( 3) ^ das been
O

widely measured for various materials and primary energies £p • Fig* II.3
shows a typical disti'i bution. The peak at £- = £p corresponds to
eiastically reflected primaries,and the distribution from £f to

approximately 50ev is due to inelastically reflected primaries. True
S.iS. are conventionally defined as those having an energy less than
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50ev, tn.are being no rigid boundary between this group and the

inelasticaliy reflected primaries. In general, the S.iS. distribution

paaics between lev and 4s"V for metals.

fhe angular distribution nas been measured at various energies

35
by honker J (1951) using normally incident primaries on nickel. A

pure cosine distribution was found for energies of 2Uev, and slight

deviations from tnis law for lower energy secondaries.

!Phe total number of secondaries emitted per incident primary is

the yield , S" .defined by' ' " S0»v 2.7,

s- = r r ? ac
Jo

and has been the subject of many investigations. Fig. II.4 snows

some typical yield curves for metals.

file study of 3 •&.!>• from insulators is much more difficult due

to the charge acquired at the surface. In general tne yield of

insulators is much higher than that of metals.

A theoretical description of S.E.li. requires a detailed account

of tne following processes:

(a) the interaction of the primary electron with the

medium and the production of secondaries

(b) the transport of the seoondaries towards the

surface and their escape.

Most of the taeoretical work nas been carried out on the first of these

problems, accounting for the second process by an exponential absorption

term . Whilst enabling one to predict the variation of o with

energy, and also providing an insight into the processes occurring in

the medium, this method cannot predict absolute values of the yield

without tne transport equation of (b; being solved to give the magnitude

of oi 9 In addition to depending upon tno production of secondaries,
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the observed energy distribution will also depend to a large extent on

the transport process involved.

(ii) fhe Yield of secondary Electrons

Most elementary tusorios assume a relation of the typo

S — ^ -ru^x, £ p) j~ (?0 (^6)
where re (*) £p^> equals the average number of S.d. produced by an

incident electron of energy in a layer dx at a uepth X j and

is the probability of such an electron roacaing the surface and

escaping. The usual assumptions are that

- - t It <17)
where &L is the average energy required to produce one 3.J2. inside the

medium} and (-?0 — e. (18)
where the constants and K embody the elements of diffusion and escape

Tdf.e^dx = -4-f^ed*. (19)J ^ £o J <**

respectively. ie can writ© eqn. (16) as

s = -4
— £l

where £0 is now the average energy^ per secondary emerging from the
surface.

If we assumea dutherford interaction for the collisions suffered

by the primary electron, then is given by ifhiddington1 s law

= efL - glax (20)
where a. is a constant. Inserting^E^^into eqn. (19) and integrating
between zero and * e>/a« , we can find an expression for
tne maximum in the curve of Fig. II.4.

An important contribution to that has been neglected

until recent years, is that part excited by backseattared primaries as

they cross the zone of S.ii.3. on their way out of the target. rfhilat

tue value of tue baoksoattering coefficient, ^; may well be low for
some metals, the reduced energy of the iaelastically scattered electrons



results in a signer value of f^T~\ ) and. therefore a significantdy /

contribution to S.3.12# Dobretsov and Matskevich^ (1957) expressed

the relation between tde taeoretical and experiment values of the

yield as

S(tM,) = -Zzg (21)i + rv
where 4s ^he iacto^ by which a bacmscattered electron has an

37
increased effect on 3*i.£» (due to its reduced enei'gy). Izmailov

(1963) has given a preliminary theory which takes account of this

effect. Kantox-"^ (1961) and Bx'onahtein et ai^'* ^ (I960, 1961)
have shown experimentally the considerable part played by the

backseattared electrons. In an elegint method involving very thin

metallic iayex-s deposited on substrates of metals saving a voxy

different value of the yield, the latter authors also found some values

for the deptu of the escape zone of secondary electroxxs. Ixx genex-al
. O

they found that ct , the escape depth, was about 10A.
41

having elucidated the x*ole of backscattered electrons, Kaater

(1961) designed his experiment so that their contribution would be

negligible. He measured tae quantity ^ and compared his values
with the yield, measured over the same energy range. Kanter found

that the proportionality assumed by most semi-empirical theories of

b.h.b. was in fact, justified over the energy range(lkev to 10kev)o£

his experiments. The Bethe formula was also used to calculate

and these values proved to be in good agreement witn those obtained

experimentally. Kanter thereby snowed that Beth©'s expression was

valid at energies of the ordex* of K shell binding energies.

Pomerantz et al^' ^ (1956, 1963) have published a series of

experiments using reiativistic primary electrons and a "sandwich" type

of collectoi*-target apparatus, similar in principle to the spectrometer
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chamber of the present investigation. For toe energy region from

O.^Mev to l.JMev, the authors found that S was proportional to (<%)
found from Bathe's expression. Since the secondax-y electrons which

emerge are liberated in a very thin zone of material near the surface

of thicicness d ; say, we can consider ) t0 be constant in this
region. Then oq.n. (19; becomes

$ = _d_ /d£\
60 ^ <**/ (22)

assuming that oi d « \ The quantity (€o/cL ) represents the

energy dissipation density in the zone of S.E.iS. required to liberate

one secondary from the surface. Values of found by banter and

Pomerantz et al are listed in Table II.1 for the materials investigated.

To the best of our knowledge, these are the only workers to obtain

values of tais fundamental quantity.

Table II.2

bnergy Dissipation densities per secondary electron in9%;n/oa2

Author
Material

Carbon Aluminium nickel

Kanter^
Pomerantz

et al^

210 x 106

lpG x 10

100 x 106

90 x 1Q6 100 x 106

Ho special attempts wore made in either experiment to obtain perfectly

clean surfaces. In view of the considerable effect taat surface

condition aas on S.iS.iii., these values can only be accepted as little

more than order of magnitude determinations.



(iii) The Production of Secondary Electrons

Many autaors have assumed that the primary electron creates

secondaries by interacting witu the conduction electrons of metals.

In his application of the Sojamarfeld free electron model to this

problem, Baroody^ (1950) points out that strictly speaking, S.B.B. is

impossible, since the internal secondaries nave velocities perpendicular

to the path of the primary. lie overcomes tnis difficulty by postulating

a finite mean free path for an elastic collision of the secondary with

tue lattice. Baroody considers the displacement of the Fermi sphere

brought about by the classical Eutherford—type interaction between the

primary and conduction electrons, and taus obtains an expression for the

number of secondaries produced per unit volume,per unit time,which have

energies between yU tF and (-+ d/^ €F . he finds tois quantity to
be given by

f n , _ 2JlLLL. —. (v

where =. primary energy at a depth x (haiddington Law)

and £f is the Fermi energy, and 3 a constant.

Dakker and /an dor hiel (1952) have given a quantum mechanical

description of whe production of secondaries. To.e authors show that

the approximations involved in evaluating the matrix element for electron

transitions from a bound to an unbound stateylead to the results of other
theories. Thus the free electron approximation yields a result identical

to that of Baroody. tfhen the "loosely-bound" approximation is used, the

result is similar to that found by Eooldridge who assumed Bloch wave

functions for the atomic electrons, thereby allowing for a momentum

exchange with the lattice. The wave functions of "tightly bound" atomic

electrons are nearly identical with those of a free atom, and Bekker and

Van der iiiel find an expression analogous to that of Bethe, involving
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the optical transition probabilities. fae authors conclude that the

processes occurring in real solids are combinations of all three

approximations.

Sternglass^ (195^) baa noted a correlation between the atomic

shall structure and the maximum yield of the elements. He infers that

the electrons more tightly bound than tiia valence or conduction electrons

of metals must play an important part in S.B.H. In bis theory,

■ bternglass^? ^ (1957) argues taat tae primary electrons will appear

to diffuse at random from a plane source at a depth corresponding to tbe

distance at which they nave been scattered through 90°. He maintains

that this distance is determined by tae mean free path for scattering , ,

according to Bethe's formula
Y\f l-

-J-V, (24)

where Z.h;lequals the number of electrons in the cub-shell (n,l.) f and
Xn t. equals the binding energy of this same saeii. The theory predicts

a linear relation between and | wita abrupt changes

of slope at values of corresponding to the participation of

additional sub-shells. Such changes in slope were found from the

available experimental evidence.

(iv) The Transport of Secondary Electrons

Having obtained an expression for the distribution of tae source

of secondaries as a function of aeptu, it is still necessary to calculate

the flux at the surface. In general, this requires tae solution of a

transport equation containing the source function and allowing for the

production of tertiary electrons by the secondaries. As a first

approximation, Bareod^neglected inelastic collisions, as such, but

allowed for elastic scattering with the lattice (mean free patn }

and "absorption" by the conduction electrons (mean free patu X-a ). &e
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tuan considered taa two extreme cases, waan Xs and *a>>AS/,

"both mean free patlis being energy independent. In both cases, the

flux at tho surface has tha form of eqn. (23) multiplied by a factor

and integrated over the wuole range of an . M9MHA > s ,

the process is that of diffusion, and from

elementary diffusion theory.

fhe theories of secondary production ax-e limited by the Born

approximation to secondaries produced by fast moving primaries, thereby

excluding processes whereby a low energy secondary electron produces

tertiaries in collisions with atomic electrons. Baroody attempted to

allow for this by assuming outright absorption of the secondaries.

19ifolff (1954/ assumed a spherically symmetric cross-section for

collisions of electrons with energy less than lOGev, and a Rutherford

cross-section at higher energies. He thexx attempted to solve the

transport equation for the steady state distribution of electrons per

unit volume, per unit energy interval i.e.. N(s-th E t)t
3 lG _ — — v ■ 9 kk) M — jv_ n + S

"

<&>
+• y'^.^ N(i: Csr,z} c')df'd-5r' (25)

where +; is the position vector

is the dii'ection associated with an electron's velocity ^

t(z)is the mean free path between collisions for an electron of
energy, € 3 S^rT-a i t) is the density of the internal secondaries

produced per unit time by the primaries,

and ^'>4) is the probability of an electron being scattered
from the state (jf='/ £ ') to
fhe final term represents both those electrons which are scattered

down from the state ( i', $0 to (jjb,&) } and those which are scattered
up from the state / =£•/ in the conduction band, to \^=, £.*)
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i.e. tertiaries, The solution of eq.n. (23) ia very difficult and

rfolff s treatment contains sevex-ai approximations. He eventually

arrives at an equation for tie flux of secondaries inside tiie material

at the surface , v

_j_ /£fV(°
KO = Z J (26)

where ^-60; when modified by tie exclusion principle,is energy

independent to a.tain Zjfi for low values of £. , and x^£") is strongly

dependent on £. , being equal to 2 at uigu energies and infinite at £-£F .

(■--) escape from tbe Surface

In order to be emitted from tbe surface of a material, tbe

secondaries inside must overcome tae surface potential barrier. fbis

process bas been included in tae majority of theories of secondary

emission, at some stage or another. fhe usual convention adopted is

to relate an electron's energy' to tbe bottom of tbe conduction band.

Fig. Ix.p shows an electron, energy i- inside tbe material, approaching

tbe surface at an angle ft and refracted to emerge with an angle .

In order to escape, tae normal component of tbe energy inside tbe metal

must be greater taan(£p+$) Writing tne equations of energy and
momentum conservation, we have

L1 + - £ (27;
n/'SU*^ = V SUA(8 (28)

where tbe primed qixantities refer to energy and velocity outside tbe

surface, and <j> is tue photoelectric work function. Inside tbe
material, tae flux density, <1 ± (x, £,Jv^and tbe steady state secondary
electron volurae distribution, Kl (x) €., i) » are related by tbe

equation

(x, I, ^r)d£a£ = N(*/£; ^)vGos{£d£.d* (29)
and at the sua*face, tbe flux density must be continuous :
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£o, (30;
In the usual case of azimutual symaetx*y,

cK -fi ' = 2-nMn<S<3<&; d^r — 2"n s.Cva j3 e\ (•£ . (31)
Equations (27) to (31J enable us to relate the flux outside the surface

to tae secondary distribution inside the material.

ieC^e) = n(£,/0 i-'.vcosO- (32;
There is a unique relation between the energies and angles on either

side of tae surface barrier. In the special case of an isotropic

distribution inside tae entter, tae external flux will have a cosine

distribution. The measurements of Jorhter"'^ (1951) confirm such an

angular dependence, thereby justifying an assumption made by many

theories regarding the internal isotropic distribution. One would

expeot intuitively that after the primaries have undergone considerable

elastic scattery, the secoxidax-ies wuich they form would have something

approaching an isotropic angular distribution. In tae process of

reaching tae surface, the secondaries undergo yet more scattering which

would tend to wipe out any remnants of a special angular distribution

in the production process.

Those electrons which escape, must approach the surfaoe with

angles lying within the cones of half-angles (^Pig. 11.5^); given
by £ ^ cos £ f ^0) /z"
i-5- ~ cos~'

Assuming tnat the secondaries have an isotropic distribution inside the

emitter, the probability that an electron will escape from the surface,

is given by
, ( ^ - „

p ^ = J T TX S.LU d / J £-*: sua |S d ^2.

?(<C) - 1 - (33)
the equation used by Wolff.
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11,3 Yaouum Chamber -Doseaeters

Taylor (1951) was the first worker to report on tie use of a

vacuum chamber for measuring X-ray dose. He described a chamber consisting

of two concentric cylindrical electrodes operated at a pressure of less than

10 Xa.m.Hg. When a positive potential was applied to the outer electrode,

the l(v) characteristic showed a saturation at about 20 - 30 volts} a much
O

higher negative potentxal was required to acaieve saturation. Greening (1954)

has explained this asyaiaetry. The lack of geometrical values prevents tne

comparison of Taylor's results for the saturation ourreat with our own results.

4.9kharadzha^-7 (1961) has described two types of permanently evacuated

vacuum Chambers. In order to measure very high doseratas from a beryllium

window X-ray tube, he has designed a chamber having two planar electrodes,

one of which is made of beryllium and serves in addition as an entrance window.

The l(v) characteristic of this device shows considai-able asymmetry due to

the difference in emission of the dissimilar electix>des. Kharadzha finds

that is proportional to the dosarate up to the maximum value obtained

i.e. 10' r/min at lorn from the window} 70kv, 200mA. The second chamber

described is of the thimble type, suitable for higa energy radiation from a

betatron.

A vacuum chamber for measuring neutron fluxes in a mixed neutron-

gamma field has been described by Kronenberg"^ (1963) • '?he principle of the

device can he seen from the schematic diagram of Fig. II.6. tfith the bias

voltages as suown, the cnataber is insensitive to ^-rays,since the number
of secondaries leaving eaoa surface is the same. As a precaution against

unwanted differences in surface condition, the electrodes are coated with a
p

layer of gold (0.1 mgm/cm ). However; tae neutrons produce recoil protons
in the nydrogeneous material of tae centre plate. These protons, ejected

in a forward direction, liberate secondary electrons from the surfaces of
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the bottom cavity alone, whicn results in a net transfer of electrons from

the centre to the lower electrode. Kronenberg noted taat the only limitation

on doserate-output current linearity is due to space charge, which would not

be critical in his cnamber until a combined intensity of approximately

IG"*-4 rads/hour was reached. The system proved to be very useful for

measuring the form of a fastneutron pulse from a reactor.

Hosemann and WarrikhofjP"1" (1964) have developed a self-powered

pocket dosemeter for X and ^-radiation, shown scaemaiically in Fig. II.7.
Electrons liberated from the outer lead cylinder will be more numerous than,

those from the inner grapoito electrode, waich will consequently acquire a

net negative charge. The authors claim a sensitivity of 0.5 volt/roentgen
over a range from 2 to 500 r. The upper limit corresponds to a potential

of 250 volts across the chamber, and it would therefore appear that the

electrons responsible fox* the effect are not low energy electrons, but rather

Compton recoil and photo-electrons.

More fundamental studies have been carried out at Oar: Ridge by

Sfelson et al52» 53 (1958, 1961; and Finston et al54 (1959). Both workers

used a two electrode parallel plate vacuum chamber? and analysed the l(v)
characteristic to find the energy distribution of the electron flux inside

the plates. Helson measured the current at various bias voltages with an

electrometer in conjunction with a high resistance, monitoring the X-ray

output with a similar chamber held at saturation. From his results, he

computed the derivatives required to calculate the flux distribution.

Finston recognised the advantage in a direct measurement of a second derivative.

He modulated the bias voltage wita two alternating voltages of 300 o.p.s.

and 324 o.p.s. The second derivative is proportional to the amplitude of

the beat frequency current of 24 c.p.s. Both authors quoted extensive

results which will be compared with those of our experiments.



II.4 uecoadary Amission konitora (z.J.i-u)

The need for monitoring high, energy electron beams having large

current densities has led to the development of tue S.fci.M. In general,

the chamber consists of ;aree or more aluminium foils, alternately high

impedance "emitters" and biased "collectors", situated in a vacuum enclosure.

All workers have used parallel aluminium foils and have found that their

results were quite reproducible, presumably due to the stabilising effect

of the surfaoe layer of Al£ G-j formed when aluminium is exposed to air. In
all the reported work, the primary beam current and S.B.M. current were found

to be proportional up to the highest values of primary current density used

(55 mi/cm^ by Planskoyj. fable II.1 gives the various energy ranges at

which S.B.ld.'s have been used.

Table II.1

Authors

Tautfost
and

Pechter55
(1955)

Taiauty
and

heaver^
(1961)

Okabe
et

(1961)

Vanhuysg
et al^8
(1962)

Isabeile
and

Iioy59
(1963)

Planskoy60
(1953)

Primary Beam
nnergy (Mev> 111 - 235 010 1.0 - 1.7 0.5 - 3.5 100, 200 15

These devices operate by the same slow electron transfer as does

the vaouum chamber of the present experiment. It is therefore of interest

to examine tue l(v) caaracteristies found by the above authors. Whilst the

accuracy in their determinations of the current is too low to permit

quantitative analysis, the characteristics are qualitatively the same as

ours. At bids voltages greater than about 30V", Vanhuyse et al and Isabeile

and hoy note a negative slope in the characteristic. Whilst the results

quoted by Tautfest and Pechter, and by Okabe et al.do not. enable any such

conclusions to be drawn, both i'aimuty and heaver, and Planskoy found that

there was no evidenoe of such a negative slope. The origin of this effect
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is still obsoure. Vanhuyse et al established that it was not due to

ionisation in the residual gas, but were unable to put forward an alternative

explanation. In an effort to test their hypothesis that the negative slope

was due to soma kind of field emission produced by the thin film of AI2 O3,
Isabella and hoy deposited a 6jm layer of niokel on the aluminium foils,

followed by 0.4 u. of gold. The negative slope was still present, thus
/

rejecting taeir hypothesis.

11.5 The ".External Photoeloctxdc iffact"

During the course of investigations of the photoelectrons released

from a thick target by low energy X-rays, human and OhohemelQV^■i', (1963)

encountered low energy secondary electrons. These were attributed to the

secondaries released by the photoelectrons traversing the zone of S.A.A. near

tne surface of tae target. Two yields were defined;

pulse quantum yield = -t^/n (34)

current quantum yield %-c — ^ (35)

where -ru equals number of acts of emission

N equals number of incident X-ray quanta

and V equals mean number of electrons emitted in a single act.

By using an "open-type" secondary electron multiplier, tae number of pulses

was counted. Analysis of the pulse height distribution gave them additional

information concerning .

In Sig. II.8 we have depicted the current-voltage curve obtained

for a device consisting of a target irradiated by X-rays, situated at the

centre of a spherical retarding potential analyser. Tae authors attribute

tae rapid variation at low bias to low energy secondaries, and the small

slope at high biases to slowed down paotoelectrons.

Thus

16 —IT- - v36,



where I, and T2 are the intercepts shown in Big. II.8. In Appendix E.

we nave tabulated the results given by Aumsh and Lhchemelev.

Low energy X-rays have been used to investigate the depth of

the zone of S.E.H. in dielectrics by Shonemeiev et al (1963)* Thin

films of dielectrics were deposited on metallic substrates and tue change

of v witn film thickness was observed. Tae valu3 of V rose from that

characteristic of the metal to that of the dielectric when the film thicknes

was of the order of the escape depth of secondaries from the dielectric.
o

The authors found that the escape zone was <v hundreds of A, an order of

magnitude greater than the zone for metals.

Hakacdkin arid Mel' nik^ (1964) have compared the energy

distribution of electrons released from metals by electron beam and X-ray

bombardment, both having an energy of l.^kew. Slow electrons were

predominant in both cases. However, X-raya produced more definite groups

of Auger electrons having energies of the ox'der of hundreds of ev. This

is a consequence of the specificity of the photon interactions,as opposed

to the non-specific mode of energy loss of an electron.
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The axperidental Method

III*I Approach to the Problem

Electronic equilibrium exists in a medium irradiated by X-rays

when the electron flux into any region is equal to the flux leaving that

region. Ike equilibrium flux is built up over a distance of the order of

tae range of tie maximum energy electron ejected by the X-rays. Thereafter

there is a gradual reduction in flux due to the attenuation of the X-radiation

by the medium.

The schematic diagram of Fig. 111*1 represents an infinitely

.fide medium bombarded with X-rays. If the depth T is large enough, the

layer "B" is in the region of electronic equilibrium, and the net flux of

electrons leaving "B" will be zero. We want to measure the flux of low

energy electrons leaving or entering "B", and to this end we separate "B"

from the regions "A" and "C", as snown in Fig. III.2. Assuming that the

medium has an infinite width, we can neglect any boundary effects and write

down an equation to describe tie equilibrium:

§ ,(O + CO = <SOO - $»<&> = ICO d)
using the notation of Fig. III.2.

At high energxus £. , the flux will be predominantly in tne

forward direction, i.e. >> <g% • £]!>3»3>. • Xt low energies it might
be expected that all the fluxes would be equal. Be that aB it may, wo

need not malce any such assumption in the present work. Whilst having a

negligible 3ffect on the high energy electron flux, the presence of surface

potential barriers will exert a considerable influence on tae flux of low

energy electrons. It is shown later that this is not an insuperable

obstacle to our method.
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rfhen a potential is applied, to "A" and "0" as shown in Fig. III.3*

the electron flux is disturbed and only tuose electrons which have a normal

energy component greater than V qv are able to reach "A" and "G" from "E".

However the number of electrons which raaeu WBM froia "A" and "C" is

unaffected. The electrode "B" therefore axpei-iences a net gain of electrons

and a current is registered by tae "ammeter". From the relation between

this current and the bias voltage applied to "A" and "C", it is possible to

calculate tue energy distribution of the electrons crossing the cavities.

III.2 fne Parallel Elate Spectrometer

(i; Energy Distribution of Electrons leaving the Surface

l|# shall let represent the flux of electrons per

roentgen leaving the surface with an energy C into the solid angle .

If the energy distribution is independent of tue angle of emergence (as
35

shown by J onhor ) then we can separate the energy and angular

distributions as in the aquation

e (j-' —^ d L d - = C^)dZ x ^ (2)
In the usual case of aaimutaal symmetry, we obtain an expression for

the number of elections emitted into d& at an angle ©- with

respect to the surface normals

n) ae - 2-n^e^Dco<i'(Q)d£d^ (3)
wiiere is tae angular distribution function.

Consider an electron emitted from "B" at angle &- wita an

energy £ >V ev. It oaa reach the outer electrodes only when

> v^
i.a. ^ COS 1 ^ (4)

When £ < V , no electrons from "B" are able to cross the cavity.

Defining ■(- as tnat fraction of the electrons having <£ > V whica

fail to cross tae cavity due to their angle of emission, from e^ns. (3/
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r _

f ^ <2t7 SUA ©• if- ((9-) d&
Jo

aquation (p; can be evaluated if the angular distribution law is

known. uTa can writs

f ~ (yi) (6)
where irv = y, 1 and °» ^ for isotropic, cosine and normal angular

distributions respectively.

referring again to Fig. III.3, we can express tu© flux reaching

«£« as

T f <£,6)<*e 4- f ^^Ocie 7)
AC -?f) Jo Jo V' 1

file flux leaving "BM is given by

+ Jj5-f)$s(Od£ (8)X _

BA>rtt

The net txansfer of electrons to "B" corresponds to a current X given

by ,*>

= f SC^dt - f d-fWO d£
O V

... I^v) = £" l(£)de + (9)
using eqne. (l) and (6), Equation (9) can now be solved for X CO by

first differentiating wita respect to V and evaluating at tlie limits

of integrations
n = lv""' i XX At
dV

arid ,<e
axl

a /v

(10)

AVv f I^>4£ - Wv)J, £"• ""v- (11)
Inserting eqn. (10) into ©qn. (ll) we find

<£(v) - /±Z') <*X _ X ^ (12)^L ^ ~ ( ru / ~3rv <v
From eqn. (12) and a knowledge of the first and second derivatives of

the I(V) characteristic at V volts bias, it is possible to find
tne flux of elections leaving the electrode surface, always provided

that the angular distribution law is known.
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(ii^ Energy distribution of Electrons inside the Electrodes

o.E.E. studies indicate tdat the low energy electrons inside

tue target nave an isotropic distribution. In view of the fact that

in the present case the secondaries are excited by photoelectrons,

Auger electrons and Compton recoil electrons wnicn themselves nave a

non-normal distribution, sued an isotropic distribution would seen to

be even more probable. tfe nave also discussed tue escape of

secondaries from the surface in Chapter II.3 (v; in which the aero

energy reference was arbitrarily taken as being at tae bottom of the

conduction band. tfitaout defining this reference energy level at the

present stage in the argument, we can state quite generally that an

electron must have a normal energy component greater than some

minimum value £w in order to escape from tae surface. It is

convenient to think of this energy as being equivalent to an extra

retarding potential, £w ; whica an electron must overcome in order to

cross the cavity. The retarding potential distribution across the

tnree eiect'rodes is shown schematically in fig. III.4 for the case

of zero bias, and in Pig. III.5 for a negative bias of V volts. In

the following analysis, <1 C€~) now represents tae equilibrium flux

inside the electrodes. Corresponding to eqns. (7) and (8J, we have

= I" J^L VE/J^" - (13)

= f L'-^T]^£ U4)6 -'ew-tv
Tae net electron transfer to electrode "B" is given by

V* tvj -°0

= j (c)ac (15)
£*i f w V-t tw

-evaluating the integrals at their limits and differentiating as in

the previous section, we find



$ (V-f-fwA = /xzil ^5 - (V+£UA d2_i fi6)7 X "W CAV ^~xr~y ~Hv^
Assuming an isotropic distribution, n, - Vz , and eqn. (16.) becomes

(y + S.S) = — d lv+ gvo^ d*3 (17)7
dV c*Vx

A similar analysis assuming a positive bias voltage will obviously

give the same result.

ill>,3 Humerical Analysis

Aquation (17) enables us to derive the energy distribution of

the low energy electron flux inside the elacti'odes from tue first and

second derivatives of the l(v) characteristic. In practice the term

containing (contributes the majority of <§(y+£vJ)j and ^de

measurement of this derivative must be our major concern.

Suppose that the ourrenta X» j X*+!, X*.* , are measured

at voltages of Y„, vn+, Yrt+ic ; respectively. If the voltages are

equally spaced at intervals of A Y , then we can find the following

quantities.

_ 1 "An

Vw + cx/afe]
,d.vj v„* ztwA

V(vi ^r>

Xir» + a. — 3 rt-»-1

_ 3 v\-. | — 3 v

Ay

AV

(18)

(19)

Using eqns. (18) and (19) we can write

dTl
dvLJ N/n + ^V -i8X1

ivn-^3AV/4.
dX
dV _ -t- AV^

AV

X+-j_ ~ iln+i ^ (20)
(Avy

As pointed out by Helson, this expression places too great an emphasis on

the determination of X r\-k \

fdll
l_ dV -1 ^

A better relationship is as followst

- I-• yv

AV

EdXl
dV J v* + Shv

—n + i ~ »W2.

AV

(21)

(22)



?rom eqns. (21) and (22) we obtain

—^ ^ t^3 ~ Tn^ - Jn+, +dv J + a (ay")z (23)
Whilst tiae accuracy of a determination of can be increased by

increasing the voltage mean AV , tbe number of sucu determinations over

the whole range of bia3 voltage will be fewei-^and the spectrometer resolution

correspondingly smaller. A compromise between resolution and experimental

accuracy must therefore be made. In practice, bota first and second

derivatives were extremely skew functions of V; and the voltage mesa was

taerefore increased from 0.1 volts to 1.6 volts as the bias voltage was

increased from aero to its maximum value. In this manner the numerator of

eqn. (23) was kept fairly constant at a value corresponding to a current

<v lo~,z f\ • By using a cur-rent measuring device capable of detecting
— \ 2,

changes ~ io A , and a bias voltage accurate to ± O.lmv, the second
derivative could be determined wita an accuracy -v i lOJfc. A more rigorous

treatment of the accuracy of our observations is very difficult due to the

complications arising from tne variation in sensitivity of the current

measuring device at different bias voltages. This matter will receive

further attention in Chapter 7.1. An example of the numerical computation

is given in Chapter V.3.

III.4 -Design of the Spectrometer

(i) Basic Requisites

In the interests of experimental accuracy, tae currant due to

electron exchange should be as large as possible. Whilst this can

be effected by increasing the area of the electrodes wuich is irradiated,

the condition that the medium should be infinite necessitates a

compromise. This condition was satisfied by irradiating the central

portion of tne electrodes,which had a diameter very much greater than
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the electrode separation.

Table III.l shows the range of a 250kev electron in aluminium,

copper and carbon, the materials investigated., These values are

2g
taken fr-om Helms (1956) and appear alongside the electrode thicknesses

actually used.

Table III.l

250kev electron Mange in Various Materials

Material Mange (ga/cin^) Range (incnes) Mlectx-oda thickness
(inches)

Aluminium 0.0808 0.0120 0.013

Carbon 0.0709 0.0151 0.020

Copper 0.0957 0.0042 0,005

Taicknesses lass than the optimum i.e. z'aage of 250kev, electron would

not ensure that electronic equilibrium existed in the chamber?

thicknesses greater than this value would attenuate the X-ray beam

unduly and result in a loss of sensitivity.

Since the current to be measured is very small, tae insulation

between the electrodes must be very high, and trust be placed outside

the X—ray beam.

A consequence of using an ax-tificially px'oduced X—ray beam is

taat tae doserate fluctuates by about X l/;j due to caanges in nilovoltage.

This necessitates the use of a second chamber to monitor the X-ray

output. In order to reduce errors arising from second order caanges

in X-ray quality produced by tne variation in kilovoltage, it was

decided to use a monitor cuamber of tne same form as tne spectrometer

chamber, and made of the same material. In the case of carbon (graphite),

the monitor chamber was made of alumiriium, the cost of three more
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graphite plates being prohibitive, The differential absorption effect

occurring as a result of a oxiange in kilovoltage produced considerable

errors in our observations.

(ii; Constructional Details

Pig. III.6 depicts the vacuum enclosure together with the

spectrometer and monitor parallel plate chambers. The cylindrical

brass vacuum "container" is fastened down to a steel baseplate by means

of three 0 B.A. bolts, the joint being made vacuum tight by a 13"

diameter "0 ring". At the top of this container is an aluminium
"j

entrance window, /l6" thick, which is bolted down over an "0 ring".

The only holes drilled through the baseplate into the atmosphere are

those into which the six bayonet sockets are secured. These sockets

contain a vaouum-tight higa insulation core surrounding the central

conductor, and are held in place by nuts firmly tightened over an

"0 ring". The brass annuli which support the tapped rods holding the

ohambers and the baffle plate are secured by bolts tapped partly into

the baseplate. The monitor and spectrometer chambers and the lead

diaphragm are in turn secured on the support rods by 2 B.A. nuts.

Both the spectrometer and monitor chamber are shown with a

oentral electrode of a smaller diameter than the two outer electrodes,

and each assembly is "wrapped" by 0.013" aluminium sheet. In the

oi'iginal design, all three electrodes were of the same diameter and the

wrapping sheet was absent.

.Fig. III.7 shows the parallel-plate construction in greater

detail. The high insulation is provided by P.T.F.iJ. "0 rings"which

were commercially available. Their toroidal saape means that the area

of contact between insulator and conductor is a minimum, and consequently

the insulation resistance is correspondingly higher. Three 6 B.A. rods
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are fixed to tna chamber support annulus and the electrodes and

insulators are positioned alternately over these rods. Ihe assembly

is then tightened with 6 B.A. nuts. In the case of the monitor

chamber, aluminium disco were threaded on to the 6 B.A. rods to act

as an earthed guard between the high and low impedance electrodes.

Any leakage current across the insulator is then returned to eartb

and will not contribute to the aonitor Chamber Querent.

Fig. 111.8 shows the construction inside the vacuum container.

Ilio Auxiliary HvLUipaent

(i) X-Ray bourc©

A Siemens 2p0kVCP machine was available for our experiments,

the beam having an inherent filtration of 2im aluminium. In order to

achieve the maximum sensitivity, the experiments directed at the energy

distribution of electrons were performed at 250kv, lpmA, with no added

filter. A lead diaphragm clamped into the X-ray head served to limit

the beam incident on tne monitor chamber, and this was lowered as

close as possible to the aluminium window of the vacuum container.

Fig. III.9 snows the x-ray head in position, together with the vacuum

pumps.

xhtpexuments on the absolute yield of electrons were performed

with a different arrangement, which will be described in Chapter VI.

(ii) Vacuum Equipment

In addition to there being a negligible amount of gas xonisation

produced in the chambers, the residual gas molecules should not interfere

with the low energy electrons crossing the cavity. According to

Von Angel^ (I95^i t*13 total collision cross-section for electrons in

nitrogen reaches a maximum value of /v/ lOGcm^/cai (lmra hgiO°Cj at an

energy of 3®v. At the pressure used in these experiments (< lCT^mm Hg)
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such electrons will have a mean free path gx*eater than 10 metres.

fhus we can safely assume taat there is no gas ionisation or interference

by gas molecules with the electron flux.

A speedivao two stage pump consisting of a rotary backing pump

and an air-cooled oil diffusion pump was used to reacu a pressure between
«-»6

10 and 10 mm Hg. i'he pressures on tie rougb and fine sides of the

diffusion pump were measured by a Pxrani and a Penning gauge respectively.

Pig. III.10 is a schematic diagram of the vacuum system. A resex^voir

naving a capacity of approximately 1 litre was incorporated into the

backing line in order that the rotax^y pump could be turned off whilst

tie diffusion pump continued to evacuate the system (see Chapter V.l)«

III.6 Alectx'ioal Equipment

(i) Voltage Bias supply.

In order to supply an accurately known voltage to the spectrometer

electrodes, the potentiometer of Pig. 111.11 was designed and built.

Corresponding to a supply voltage of 12, 24, 36 or 4$ volts, a

standardized voltage of 10, 20, 30 or 40 volts respectively appears

across the decade box kg. Io standardize the voltages, switch Sj ia
set at positions 1, 2, 3 or 4 respectively, and % and kg are adjusted

until the current I is aq.ual to 1mA. Pais current can be accurately

adjusted until there is no galvanometer deflection with Sg and S3

closed. With a galvanometer sensitivity of 30mm per y«-A, the voltage
whicn appears acx-oss kg can be standardized to within ± lmv in lOv.
fhe spectrometer bias voltage, £^,is then adjusted by varying the

setting of the 10kdecade box.

fhe monitor chamber is biased directly with an ii.T. battery at

£b = ± 120v. This voltage need not be known accurately, since the

monitor is operated beyond saturation.
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(ii) Measurement of Current

Preliminary measurements were obtained with an S.I.L. 33B

vibrating reed electrometer in conjunction with a suitable resistance

UO6, 10^ and 1010-oj. In order to determine the energy distribution

from eq,n. (17) a more accurate method is necessax-y and the X-ray output

must be monitored. Furthermore, absolute values of current are not

required in these measurements which are used to find the "shape" of

the energy distribution. These factors lead to the choioa of a current

comparator which automatically compares the spectrometer and monitor

currents, thereby allowing for X-ray fluctuations. This instrument

is analysed in the next chapter.
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CHA?fIi& IV

The Currant Comparator

I v. i Introduction

An instrument for comparing vary small electrical currants has

been described, extensively by Kemp^^*""^ (1943-1956.) a>nd is shown schematically

in Pig. 17.1. The following notation will be used throughout this chapter*

C-o., cv> j capacitance of the measuring and monitor chambers

respectively

£<x > £b- 1 bias voltage applied to these chambers (opposite potaM ties)
V Vb . ! instantaneous voltage appearing on the respective

"oollootors".

c',c" i capacitance of the cables between chambers and comparator

So,, St '• shorting switches for the caaaber collecting electrodes

Ol? c.2. » variable and fixed capacities respectively

Sa t shorting switch for the detector 3> of capacitance

heap showed that the voltage appearing on the detector could be maintained

at zero wnen all switches were opened,if C, were adjusted such that
Qo — a' A- c, .

<$\o C" C, ci.
where QAand Qy> are the charges collected from the two chambers during the

course of the observation. Equation (l^ illustrates a major disadvantage

of the instrument, namely, that the balance point has a non-linear dependence

upon C-i . Greening"^ (1953J ovex^caae this difficulty by placing a capacity

C3 ganged in antiphase with C, and in parallel with C1' . Then provided

that (£-i+c-3N) is constant, we have
Q_c - £i. • C^c1
<3v> *-x.

Usually, Cn-c3 = and c' c" , and eqn. (2) becomes

2?
^ (3)
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In this form the comparator can be usad for measurements of depth-dose

distributions, narrow beam attenuation etc., bota chambers being operated

well above their saturation voltages. During a measurement, the chambers

discharge and ^ and Vb rise towards 8^ and £b,respectively. In the present

instance, we require an accurately known voltage across the spectrometer

(measuring; caauber, and Kemp's instrument will obviously not suffice.

Another version of the comparator has bean described by lorthley
73

et al (1957) in which the capacity is, in effect, short-circuited. Their

circuit is shown in Kig. IV.2, in which the electrometer capacitance is

included in c' . The author*s found the balance criterion.

Q%b = —- (4)
which is similar to Kemp's expression if we put <*> } and allow for the

chamber capacitance in parallel with c" . It can be argued that Kemp

was aware of the chamber capacitances, but neglected them because they were

very much smaller than the cable capacitances with which they are associated,

however in the present experiment, the chambers have large capacitances which

must not be overlooked.

Both Kemp and tforthley et al analysed tne comparators from an

electrostatic standpoint, and inferred that the instruments operated as null

detectors. This is only true for a certain period of observation, depending

upon the leakage present across insulators and the extent to which the

cuamber characteristics axnibi i; a saturation plateau. A complete analysis

of the circuits must express the detector response as a function of time,and

accordingly treat the chambers as sources of current rather than charge.

In addition, this metuod enables one to evaluate the insulation required to

obtain the requisite sensitivity, and also accounts for the drifts away from

balance experienced by many workers. Such a treatment of lorthloy's

instrument is given in this chapter. »/e have indicated the basic equations
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for the Kemp comparator in Appendix 3.

In our experiment we nave used parallel—plate vacuum chambers

as current sources. The shape of the monitor chamber characteristic at

high bias voltages resulted in a more complicated detector response function,

and in effect, reduced the accuracy of our measurements, We shall return

to this point in Chapter V.l.

I'/.2 The Bquivalent Circuit of an Ionisation or Vacuum Chamber

Although a consequence of very different physical events, the

ionisation chamber and the vacuum chamber nave a similar X^v) characteristic,

shown in Fig. IV.3. Such a curve is the static characteristic which would

be measured by an ideal current measuring device having no inteimal impedance.

In general the bias across the chamber consists of the applied voltage £a
and a contact potential difference (C.r.D.).€. Then

V = £<*. +■ £ • (5)

In tuis analysis we snail ignore the C.P.3. and refer to the bias simply

as 2^, . Using tne notation of Fig. IV.3> we can represent any infinitesimal

segment of the curve by the equation

Ta U + (6)

If we include the insulation resistance R. between tae caamber electrodes,

eqn. (6) becomes r.

_Lo_ =• Iol +" <A£%fLa

— ta. +- £V^a ("
where ihais the combined leakage resistance and radiation induced "slope

resistance". This equation allows us to represent the small signal

equivalent circuit of the chamber by Fig. IV.4» If a load is applied to

the ionisation chamber, the equivalent circuit will describe the static

behaviour when it is loaded xdentioally. However the transient response

will differ because we nave neglected the chamber capacitance , fae
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dynamic equivalent circuit (for small signals) is shown in Fig. 17.5.

17.3 Detector Response of tap ,/orthle.y Comparator

fh.o most general representation of this comparator must include

the leakage resistance associated with eaca component. Fig. 17.6 shows

the resultant circuit together with the chambers represented by their

equivalent circuits. The resistances ft' and ft include the leakage across

the insulators of the cables and the switches, and ft' also includes the

electrometer input resistance. Before each measurement, both switches are

Olosed; when measuring, 'Sfe is opened fractionally before ^a. in order to

avoid a sudden change of voltage on the detector. I'he chamber capacitances

are initially charged to voltages £«_ and 8b and these conditions must be

incorporated in the analysis.

The Laplace Transform method ^Kuo^ (1962) ^ offers a convenient
method of determining the variation of Va with time. tfe shall represent

capacitances by pC and conductances by . It is also convenient to
represent the parallel capacitance - resistance combinations by the complex

admittance

V - PC + ^ (8)

using the appropriate suffixes where necessary.

In Fig. 17.7 w® have represented the transformed circuit of

Fig. 17,6. i'he current generators £<*.ca- and , together with the

various step functions indicated, e.g. > fulfil our initial conditions.

do can now write the nodal equations for Va(p^ and

For node As-

(Va-vb)Yt + vAv' Jva+e_a\ya + _ faca = ov r P
Rearranging and using eqn. (7) wo find
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similarly for node £s-

-V.Y, i-Vb(Y.-fYn-y") =

Jq.ns. (9J and (10 > can be solved for Va {f^) t-

\-VP -v.
I ^Vp Y,+Vb+Y"

(10)

va cP)
Y,+YarY'
-Y,

-y,
v,wb+y"

HXY, -Ta(,Y,^yb^v")
' Va^P) = fr*Y<l4Y'X7I*Wi) -V,* Vll;

Substituting eq,n. (8; and rearranging we find that eqn. (11) is of the

general form

Vcv^p) =

where

cx! rr

P '
ex. zz

C -

b =

-*£-+ £
p (op1- + bp

(12)

IipC-i — Xq. d.P +-C-'0
Hb Gl I - la C'h ' ^ ^ ^ '0
(c,+ C«x+ c.' Cb+c") - C,1
{^| l + <=}c\ + <=» l ^V> + G'0 — C (l^)
(Ci+Ca+ciyG, ,+ Qb+C-,") +- ^i + ^b + C"^CG,,+G)a+(^'^

— 2.C i Gi,

Before considering the various possible response functions, it is convenient

co calculate the required sensitivity, in order that the tolerable leakage

can be determined. ifa here must anticipate our conclusion in ox-der to

avoid too lengtny a discussion. rfo tais end we may note that in the

absence of leakage, i.e. when all values are zero, the response function

becomes

~

X f*- (14)
whica when transposed becomes

X bC i - Ia^^Cb+C'O
( c I+C^+C ')(C 1 + C.b+C "") - C

t (15)

- * t
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litis equation offers us a null response when «< = c> or

IE* _ C , (16)
C,+Cb + C"

Aquation (16) is identical with Worthless eqn. (4)» except that we are

dealing witn electrical currents instead of charges* liquation (15) also

allows us to find the sensitivity, defined as the Quango in produced

by an out-of-balanoe current of Ala,

dVa - _(c, + cb +c")t A -Lc

(c^c^c'^cuCw+c'^-C,2- (pyj

Inserting the approximate values

C1 /v c" S". io farads

Ca f» cio 2.■ io ' farads

and C, /v x ■ ioH° farads, we find

AVa /v Ala . lo9 t

According to Chapter III.3, we must detect a change in Io. of tae order of 10 ^A.
Then AVa ^ \cTt* iz. (18)

Using the lOiav f.s.d. scale of the Fibron 33B, a change of lav in 10 seconds

snould be observable and would satisfy this criterion.

We can now insert various combinations of non-aero Gj values

into eqns. (12) and(l3j, and examine tae response functions and values of

leakage for which the balance condition cV = o is valid over the first

10 seconds of the obsax-vation.

(i) Mon-aero G, <x

This corresponds to the ideal case wuen there is no leakage

resistance present (except possibly a poor insulator between the

measuring chamber plates). fha major contribution to <q«x will be

dua to the slope resistance of the measuring chamber characteristic.

Aquation (12) becomes
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and Va £-t-) = 0 ~ ^ (20^
where cO and ct arc 31van in eqn. (13; and

b = (c,+Cb +c")^ia (21)
Taus the balance condition, ^ ^o is satisfied for all values of t

When %L^ « I , eqn. (20) reduces co eqn. (lp). i'ue functions

concerned are shown in Fig. IV.8 for both positive arid negative values

of °< . strictly speaking, the response of equation (20) will not
contain a pure exponential function since we nave assumed an equivalent

circuit relying upon an infinitesimal segment of tne chamber

characteristic. However for sufficiently small out—of-balanee values

of C, , eqn. (20) will hold good.

(ii) Non zero Gj' and Gja

The effect of an extra leakage across the cable leading to the

measuring chamber is merely to increase J) in eqn. (20j, and thereby

reduce the sensitivity.

(iii; ifon-zaro values of ^band/or 0?'
In this case eqn. (12) reduces to

V«((0 = - "C/f bC (22)P L Co. p -f- h )
Jxpanding (22) into partial fractions and taking the inverse Laplace

transformation,

Va<» = [l-eVcLt] + (23)b*~ '

where and <x are given in eqn. (13) and
b

(24;
I2 = )

The response of eqn. (23J is shown in Fig. IV.9 for cO = o , it being

noted that is negative. When > o , the turning point in the

response function will occur after a longer time,and when ^ <O the

converse will bo true. If k o_£ <, O , no ruining point will
b
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be seen, the response initially going negative.

In ordor to determine tua current ratio with sufficient accuracy,

we must make an observation for t = 10 seconds. Provided that

ol ^ ^ O ©I over tnrs period, we can expand tue exponential of
Q<in. (23)

v^o = (-h*1 -1 * v-0 ■+

•. V.(t) = *.t (25)/ (X

neglecting second order terms in ~t . Thus the balance criterion of

e<ia. (16) is satisfied provided tuat

(§b+G}"^)C<?-1+ Ca+c') |Q s
- ^ GO I

(c,+ccl-t-c'yC1+Cb+C")-C.x (26)
■ Inserting the approximate values of capacitance given ear-liar, this

reduces to tae condition

$ S-S. lo"13 onm"1 (27)

(iv) Non-zero Gj,

In the presence of leakage across the variable capacitor C, ,

eq,n. (12) reduces to

V^p) = (28;
P 6*P + b)

Then as in (iii)
/ boi - r» /? \ /. -b/p\ . /R / \ i

(23)Va(fr) = (-^)0~^)
where o( and (X are given in e<±n. (13) and

b — i (j2<»- "t_c 1 +- C )
\ (30)

^ -L b " -La^) Q\, )
This is the same response function as eqn. (23J but b and |8 have
different values, the latter now being positive. The response for

Oi - 0 is siiown in Fig. IV.10, the long term drift going positive.

When £ O-Oi; oq,n. (23) reduoes to the desired balance

criterion as did eqpi. (23)
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i.e. va(-t) = _*.t (31)
a.

f/e can therefore obtain an expression for the leakage across C,

which can be tolerated whilst still enabling us to observe the balance

point with the requisite accuracy. Thus G), is given by

^((Ort-C1 + CB c") ^
— 5 — • io <: o-oi (is)
(c, + c ^Cd^c,^c"-»-Cb")-C,'J-

Inserting the approximate values of capacitance given earlier, we find

^ S s. io'3ohin 1 (33)
(v) Son-aero values for all conductances

fhie corresponds to the general case given in equs. (12) and (13),

and results in a xaore complex response function. Let us write eqn. (12)

in the form

V. 60 £*P + (2
^O+z+Xr-T-*!*) (34;

where C) and (~ are the roots of the quadratic in the
denominator of eqn. (12)^ and are given by

AA_ = b -t J bv- f|ac J
(35)

-n — k_z v If1 -fro-c \
/ la J

In general these roots can be real, equal or complex, according to

» but the response functions all reduce to eqn. (31)

for favourable conditions of insulation.

(a) Real roots* transforming eqn. (34) we find

= (36;

Expressing the exponentials as ( \ ~ and () -yxt) > this
reduces to

V«R(r) = ^.-fc (37)' Ol.

If ^ - o ; but leakage is present, then the response rex>rasentad
by eqn. (36) has the form shown in Fig. IV.ll.
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(b) ^ual roots* let us write jx ~ 7 = y for tae repeated
root. Then the transformed response function is given by

V. M = £ t S** , £ _ e-^t_ yt ^.ft] m
which reduces to eqii. (37) when { o-oi

If at balance (ol - o) > there is some leakage, the general response

is of the type illustrated in Fig. 17.12.

(c; Imaginary roots* let us write

yU - iy 7 - x - cy .

Inserting into eqn. (34) and transforming, we find the response

function
^ -x"t „ ~ -x.t/ . N~i

(40)
^—1 ^ —

Va (V) - ~ Sua. y t + -fL 1 (Cosy t 4-£. Sl^yt)ay ' c L Y
When oi ~ O; this response has the form Fig. 17.13. When both

■X- and y are lass than 0.01, we can expand tae functions in
eqn. (40; and find that eq,n. (37) is again satisfied.

In the present experiment, tne plates of the variable capacitor

were insulated separately to earta, so that G| , ^ o . Using

insulators of P.T.F.n., higu insulation oo-axial cables and the

7ibron 33B having an input resistance greater than lQ1^ ohms, the

conditions leading to aq,n. (37) were satisfied.

17.4 Calibration of the Comparator

According to eqn. (16), the comparator is balanced wnen
_ c, (16)

-Lb C,4-Ch+- C"

ihe instrument which was actually used had been modified according to

Greening's method for obtaining a linear calibration, i.e.
I a

= C,
(Ci +Cj^CbrC11

fho capacitance C3 will be ignored in this analysis, it being assumed
that it is contained in the term c" . In spite of the linear

calibration, any values of the current ratio obtained by direct x*ending of

(41)
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the seal© on toe instrument would, not be accurate enough for our purposes.

It was therefore decided to adopt the point-by-point method of charge
59

calibration described by Kemp . In this method, an accurately known

cnarge ratio is induced on the chamber capacitances,and the step-function

response on the electrometer observed when the charges are allowed to

redistribute throughout the whole circuit* Tne charge ratio is varied

until the alactx-oaeter snows no response.

Fig. 17.14 shows the calibration circuit. The switch

enables the voltage electrodes of the chambers to be connected to the bias

supply voltages £a and for a measurement, or to the calibration

circuit. In the latter case is switched from earth to the lower

circuit, thereby applying voltages £ a and b-'t across the respective

chambers.

£ 'a = eg. ; £'* = Ah
£11- 2*. R i +•

bince the comparator switches are closed during this operation, charges

and £'b^b , of opposite polarity;are stored on the chamber

capacitances, tfhen these switches are opened, Kemp states tnat "the charges

induced on the collecting electrodes remain there since the free potentials

whica they would otherwise produce on the collecting systems are exactly

neutralised by the induced potentials due to the presence of the voltage

elect odes held at potentials £«, and t\ respectively". The following

treatment is more convincing.

fixe situation waen S<x and Sy> are opened can be represented as

in rig. 17.15, where Y is the complex admittance of the remaining network.

At the node, the voltage observed is given by

v*0)

Ri + fci (42}

£'q <hc

P [f(c+c<£) + (43;
Thus there is no change of V<x so long as there is no leakage across the
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chamber insulation.

In the final operation of the calibration, is switcued to

aartia and taa Guargo a on taa chamber capacitances are distributed throughout

the wnole network. rig. IV.16 shows the Laplace transformation of the

circuit at this stage. We can write the nodal equations and solve them

for Va to obtain
cfp + P>

Va^p) = £ ^ (44;v,y OLpx-»-bp-f-c N tt/
waera /

oi = (e bCb)C| - (e'^Co^c + Cb) ^ (45)
^ 'b C-k>) <q i ~ Gt b^) J

and cx,b,and c are given in eqn. (13j When leakage is negligible, this

response reduces to the step function

(jb*) — (€ ~~ 'c\Co.S)(jC|->-c"+C b^)
(C,+Ca. + C,)^C| + Cl0 + C"3 - Ci2- ^46;

which is aero waon

£ a ^-<x _ <- •

£'b Cb c, + Cb +c." (47)
For identical settings of the variable capacitor, eqns. (16), (42) and (47)
give _

-La Ccx R1
~~

Cv> ^ (48)
oince we are only interested in the relative values of ~Xa at different

bias voltages 8^ , tue absolute values of 3b, Co. and C-b are unimportant.

However, the ratio aad *iia value of Ri must not change during the

course of an experiment.

The sensitivity of the calibration can be increased simply by

increasing the driving voltage £ • i?'or a sensitrvity comparable to the

sensitivity of the actual measurement, we can set C^'b^b) ™ Xbt and

^Ccxt'oT) TCoL-t • Inserting some approximate values in these relations,
wa find that a driving voltage of 60v will suffice.
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IV.5 Eange of Calibration

Using the k'orthley comparator in the present experiment, the

limited range of calibration of the instrument in its original design proves

to be a major drawback. From e<in. (16) it can be seen that in order to be

able to measure from aero to its maximum value 3a(satumti«>«)i the value
of Iv? must be considerably greater than la (sa+.) , i.e.

-ta
_ C.( (yiOuc3

i-b (C itC3^+ c''+~C-b (49)

inserting the separate term C3 • Ihe original design of our instrument

was such that

C I + C-3, — rt> -p-f ■

Than using Cb 2.1 o~'°-f ; c" ^ s.io"'0 ■£ ; we find
0«»> <, -J— (50)

nib fc-S1
Whilst this condition could be satisfied by severely limiting

the current from the measuring (spectrometer) chamber, this would involve a

loss of sensitivity. An alternative solution is to use a monitor chamber

made of a different material from the spectrometer plates, which would emit

more electrons and so produce a lax-gar Hp • However this would also
fee-

produce 1he differential absorption effect discussed^Cnapter III.4.

From an examination of eq.n. (49); it is apparent that a reduction

in the monitor chamber cable capacitance would be advantageous. If the

screen potential of this cable were to follow the potential of the central

conductor, whilst retaining a low impedance to earth, then its capacitive

effect would disappear. To this end we have designed and constx-ucted a

unity-gain amplifier having a very high input impedance and a low output

impedance ( ~ few hundred ohms). When the output was connected to the

screen and the input to the central conductor of the cable, the calibration

was changed to our advantage. Unfortunately this involved a much greater
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rata of fall for the voltage across the monitor chamber* aiid in our case,

the nature of tha characteristic at high voltages was such taat a balance

was unobtainable. This behaviour proved to be the limiting factor in our

measurements without the degeneration, and is discussed further in Chapter 7.1.

retails concerning the unity-gain amplifier are given in Appendix C.

The complete range of calibration was achieved by inserting a

fixed capacitor in parallel with the variable . Thus eqn. (49)

becomes
X<x Csa.tr.) _ C, (*A.O-K . \ •+■ ^
iz ——— (51)

—1 b (X l + +■ C." +- CI©

Although this ratio only approaches unity asymptotically with

increase in ca » a maximum value of soopf was adequate for our

purpose. The conditions of Chapter XII.1 necessitate that the spectrometer

chamber should have an "infinite width" and this was achieved by irradiating

the centre portion only. Since this limitation need not apply in the case

of the monitor chamber, a wider beam of X—rays was used and consequently

X^ y Xo. £scl*-0 • ^e disadvantages of introducing are the

reduction in sensitivity and the possibility of introducing leakage. Tha

polystyrene insulated capacitors proved satisfactory in the latter respect.

IV.6 Summary

The Laplace transformation method has been applied to the

rforthley comparator in order to discover the electrometer response functions

possible under various conditions of leakage. The role of the chamber

slope resistances has also been clarified. From the analysis, it is possible

to determine the required insulation resistance in order to obtain the

necessary sensitivity. The calibration of the comparator has been placed

on a sound footing.
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OHAPjaii y

Development and Results

Y.l The Practical Behaviour of tne Comparator

The conditions under which the .iforthley comparator behaves as a

noil detector have "been examined in the previous chapter. In practice, two

additional factors set a limit to tne accuracy obtainable in determining the

balance position.

(i) Initial Kicks

When and Sb were opened, an initial kick of a few

millivolts was observed on the electrometer. The polarity of the kick

seamed to be randomly positive or negative, and the magnitude varied

with the bias voltage , being 20 or 30 millivolts at high biases.

The origin of the disturbance was eventually traced to the production

of an alternating current by the chamber electrodes. The vibration of

the backing pump caused the caamber capacitance to vary with the same

complex frequency coaponents/w) An alternating current was generated

according to the aquation

X (cS) =- £n dCa (XO
lit" (1)

This phenomenon was oonfirmod by observing the A.C. on an oscilloscope,

the unity-gain amplifier described in Appendix C serving to transform

the signal from high to low impedance. The amplitude of the vibration

depended on the bias voltage.,and disappeared when the backing pump was

switched off. mince the large kick completely masked the balance

condition when £<x. was greater taan about 5 volts, a reservoir was

incorporated into the backing line. This enabled the backing pump to

be switoued off for short periods while the diffusion pump continued to
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evacuate tee vacuum enclosure.

In spite of these precautions, a kick of 1 millivolt or loss

still remained. This kick was reduced "by the us© of a common earth

point for equipment both inside and outside the X-ray roora. The

residual kick of approximately V5 millivolt was attributed to magnetic

pick-up by stray circuit loops in the electromagnetic field of the

X-ray generator.

(ii> Anomalous ISlactrometer kesponse

The electrometer behaviour observed in the present experiment

cannot be described by the considerations of Chapter 17, in which / was

tacitly assumed that the slope resistance could be made effectively

infinite by increasing the monitor cuamber bias voltage Cy .

Altaough this is true for ionisation chambers, the same cannot be said

for the parallel plate vacuum chamber. The characteristic depicted

in Fig. 7.1 exnibits a negative slope at biases greater than 20 or 30

volts. Since the voltage V^, rises during the course of a measurement,

the oaaracteristic curve is traversed from high to low biases, and the

monitor current changes accordingly. The voltage obsox-ved with the

electrometer will therefore contain a drift indicative of an increase

in monitor current, followed by a much suax*per fall. The time of an

obsei'vation is limited by the time taken for Vt to rise and produce a

deteotable change of monitor current, Bhown in Fig. 7.1. by Alb • A

further consequence of tuis negative slope is that £b must be kept \

at the same value throughout an experiment.

In deducing the nature of tne anomalous response, the unxty—gain

amplxfier was used to monitor the voltage Vt during tne measurements.

At all values of greater than 30 volts, tue electrometer showed

an initial balance followed by the drifts described above. The value
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of (£b-Vfc) at whioh the final sharp reverse drift occurred, was always

in the region of 30 volts, thereby indioating a maximum in the monitor

characteristic.

The combination of the random "kick" and a limited observation

time seta a limit on the experimental accuracy, which is difficult to evaluate

quantitatively. Since another criterion by whioh the results can be judged

is their consistency, several determinations of each spectral distribution

were made.

V.2 Preliminary experiments

(i) Current and Voltage Asymmetries

If the emission from the spectrometer electrodes obeys the equation

<5, CO + 1AGO = $.60+ 3j60 (2)
the characteristic will be symmetrical about both axes, as in

Fig. V.2. Although the X-ray beam is attenuated by the electrodes, both

sides of aqn. (2) are affected equally. The current asymmetry defined
4 4-1.4- »ui4a<r4 a —... - -f- -i *./■»1o -fcWja afiraafltrff in kbsalirfca values of

the currents due to differences in electrode surface conditions.

of the current at that particular voltage to the currant at saturation.

A small absolute asymmetry is discussed in Cnaptar VI, in whioh the

appropriate correction is made.

aquation (2) was formulated on the assumption of an infinite

cavity in which the electric field was perpendicular to the electrodes.

In addition, it was assumed that only those electrons generated at the

electrodes contributed to the spectrometer current. If these conditions

are not satisfied in practice, the cuaracberistic can be expected to

show soma form of current asymmetry similar to the diagram of Fig. V.3«

The bias voltage V in Chapter III consists of the variable bias

and a C .?.D. of €. , The characteristic of Fig. V.4
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rfill thei-eforo exhibit a voltage asyfamefcry, cx-ossing the voltage axis

at tue point \f - O - £a +• e .

(ii ) Removal of Current Asymmetry

In Fig. V.3 the characteristic is shown displaced by a constant

positive current I , the artefact component of I<x . In tais

special case, X' is independent of the bias £a. and will not distort

tho values of the derivatives of X^ (v) . In general, the effect of

a stray electric field on the flux inside the cavities, and the collection

of stray electrons by the centre electrode, *111 both depend on the

dominant electric field set up by £a . In this case, the derivatives

will not yield the correct value of the electron flux, and the values

found from an analysis of the positive and negative quadrants can be

expected to differ. Dtray electrons may be generated by scattered

X—rays in the surrounding supports and vacuum oneIosure. The original

chamber design included a centra electrode of tue same diameter as the

two outer electrodes, and the cavities were not shielded by the aluminium

sheet. The results given in the next three paragraphs were obtained

from the aluminium spectx-ometer, at different stages in its modification,

(a) Original Design

It is impossible to separata tue voltage dependence of tue true

X<v from l' since the spectrometer cm-rent always consists of

however, tue artefact component is taat part which is produced by

external electric fields, and it can bevaried by varying these same

fields. The monitor caamber bias £b produced such a variation,

and affected the speotrometar current in the manner shown in
-r '

Fig. V.p and V.6. The former shows that -1- is indeed dependent

on 6-q_ , and must therefore bo removed. The most convenient

measure of the artefact component is as follows. In the absenoe
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of currant asymmetry, the spectrometer current is zero when - £ ;

in the presence of this asymmetry, the value of So. required to

reduce tae currexit to zero depends upon £b as shown in Fig. 1T»7«

la other words, the effect of an external electric field is

counteracted by the perpendicular field between the eiecti'odes.

The voltage shift ^ £<x, indicated in Fig. 7.7, is a convenient

measure of tae strengta of the interaction.

In the original design, A to. = o o^hv. The effect of the

artefact coraponant can also be seen from a comparison of the first

derivatives obtained at positive and negative biases. When these

curves are normalised and corrected for C.P.D., they should coincide

provided that there is no current asymmetry. The two curves shown

in rig. 7.8 do not meet this requirement.

(b) First Modification

In order to reduce the collection of stray electrons, tue

diameter of the central electrode was reduced, leaving it partially

shielded by the two outer electrodes. With this modification, the

value of the voltage shift was reduced to A £o. - °-o3i v , and

the two curves of (v) moved together, as shown in Fig. 7.9*

(c) Final Modification

A thin sheet of aluminium was wrapped round the two outer electrodes

and acted as a screen for the cavities. The contribution of the

artefact component was reduced to a negligible amount, A being

leas tuan 1 millivolt. Fig. 7.10 demonstrates tae complete

coincidence of the two curves of ♦ The following

values serve to empaasize this point. Using a value of £a - +
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I a. = -0.43 . 10~13A at €b « + 120V

= -0.65 • 10 13A at Cb = O

Phe change in Ia is about 0*2 . 10 *3A, which is less than the

minimum value to b© detected with the comparator.

As a precaution against the occurrence of a similar effect in

the monitor current, the monitor chamber was also modified in this

manner.

(iii) Determination of Contact Potential Difference (O.P.D.)

According to eqn. (2> the characteristic should be symmetrical

about the current axis, i.e. voltage symmetry. It follows that the

inflexion point will occur1 whan the total bias is aero, irrespective

of any current asymmetry that is present. At the'inflexion point

V = £a4 e = O (3)
Although it is possible to obtain an approximate value of the C.P.D.

by examination of the characteristic measured with an electrometer -

resistance combination, a more accurate method is to locate the maximum

in fv) using the comparator. An objection to the latter method
dV

is that the monitor bias must be changed in order to measure currents

of different polarities. i'he results are therefore discontinuous at

the value of corresponding to sero current. In tae case of a

characteristic having both current and voltage symmetry, the maximum

would occur at this discontinuity, and the validity of the method might

be questioned. The existence of a decisive maximum can be seen from

Pig. V.ll in which the function (v) is plotted for each of tne
modifications described above. i'he value of taa C.P.D. remains constant

whilst the discontinuity moves towards O as the current asymmetry



is removed.

Two points regarding Fig. V.I1 require further discussion.

Firstly, tue values of obtained with positive and negative

voltages nave not been normalised. This serves to illustrate

tie position of tne discontinuity, secondly, the cnange in polarity

of influenosa tue artafaot component in the upper two curves.

This effectively renders a voltage range, A £«.' , unattainable for

measurements of current. In Fig. V.7, AtJ is suown as tue

voltage shift produced by changing from a positive to a negative bias

of 1207. fas width of tuis forbidden region decreases as the current

asymmetry is removed.

Values of the G.P.D. were determined in this way at the

beginning of each, experiment armed at the energy distribution. The

results were corrected accordingly.

7.3 -lesulta of the spectrometer experiments

(i; Calculation and Tabulation

The method of calculating the derivatives from the measurements

of current at known voltage^ was described in Chapter III.3* la

measurements of uhe current ratio ^ ^ ^ by the comparator, the value
of is proportional to Ia . In all experiments, R, was

normalised to 10kat spectrometer biases of ± 247. Consequently,

we can re-write the results of Chapter III.3 in the form*

Ay
X

A*,
AV (4)

and

A^K,
2^y

(5)



TABLEV.l

CalculationoftheFluxDistributioninAluminium
(volts)

R,C-O

(%>

dVV

AX(-)
dH,/-A-\

£q+e volts

+$

4"Vc y/o\ts

-A(ew+v) xd1-*, dv*

$(V+€w)

+0.60

2679

+0.65

381

3810

+0.70

3060

+0.75

351

3510

54

2700

0.67

16.57

89500

86000

+0.80

3411

+0.85

327

3270

47

2350

0.77

16.67

78400

75130

+0.90

3738

184

2300

0.82

16.72

76910

73800

+0.95

304

3040

+1.00

4042

+1.10

548

2740

141

1763

1.02

16.92

59600

56900

+1.20

4590

+1.30

490

2450

116

1450

1.22

17.12

49600

47200

+1.40

5080

+1.50

432

2160

105

1312

1.42

17.32

45400

43200

+1.60

5512

+1.70

385

1925

1.62

17.52

+1.80

5897
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Before the energy distributions § ^ £w) oan bo calculated, the
value of £w must be mnown. In order to oompare the present results

with the results of Nelson and finston , the following values aave

been takenJ

£w = E p. + <}i for aluminium and copper

^ for graphite
where £? and 4> are uia fermi energy and pnotoeleotric work function

respectively. Numerical values of and <p are taken froa

Dekker^ (196J; and fait and Apker^ (1955;.

fable V.l is part of a typical tabulation made for aluminium, in

whicu the quantities A£, and A*"^, are defined by eqns. v4; and (5)*

fne couplets calculation of Cv+ is uade in tais table.

At £<»- = 1 volt, one voltage Mlt AV is increased froa 0.1V to

0.2V, thereby increasing A**ft, , and the accuracy of , at

tae expense of resolution. Similar tabulations were uade for copper

and graphite.

(ii; Grapaical keprasentation

tfasn the extremely skew functions (v") and <&Mi (\i\
civ1- ^ y

are represented on linear plots, the scatter in experiuental data is

masked. Nelson's data would therefore appear more accurate than it

really is, since he adopted a linear scale. fig. V.12 snows ^rjv' 6*0CA Y

for aluminium; similar grapas wer3 plotted during each measurement,

enabling the scatter to be iaonitox^ed.

The energy dis tribufciona are saown in semi-logaritnmic plots in

figs. V.li, V.14 and V.15 for aluainturn, copper and graphite respectively,

naca distribution uas been dotsrmined several times. fixe corresponding

results tabulated by Nelson and finston are shown in figs. V. 16, V.17

and V.18. ihe distributions have been normalised to !• ~ ,CV0<5o >
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using the values of the saturation currents which they quoted,

(iii; discussion

In general the flux distributions obtained by the present method

are in good agreement with, those of the other workers. In the case of

aluminium, it appears that Sins ton published either an incorrect value

of tne saturation current, or a set of results obtained wits, an X-ray

beam other tsan taat quoted.

do systematic differences can be seen in the distributions

obtained from negative and positive quadrants of the characteristic.

This is to be expected when eqn. (2J is valid. rfhen the electrodes

ware of copper, it was possible ;o test the assumption concerning the

infinite geometry of trie cavities. Both y am and 10 cm diameter lead

annuli were used to limit the X-ray beam entering the specti'ometer.

She distributions so found 3uowod no systematic differences, thereby

confirming the validity of the assumption. The relatively large value

of tae spectrometer current also made possible the determination of the

flux distribution produced by filtered X-rays (2^0 kv j Thoraeus I).

Once more, no effect was detected.

Both helson and Huston found that tne surface condition of tne

copper electrodes influenced the proportion of very low energy electrons

in tue distribution. They annealed the copper plates in an atmosphere

of hydrogen in order to ensure uniformity of surface conditions.

Although this procedure was not undertaken in the present experiment,

an attempt was made to change the surface condition by treating the

copper with dilute nitric acid followed by strong soap solution. fhe
\

majority of the distributions were found after sues treatment. I'he

insert of Fig. V.14 snows the very low energy flux more clearly. Ihe

cuanga in the distribution function produced by this treatment is



Fi^V. 19
Characteristics at High Bias Voltages

"loL at
i> las ■



obvious at sucn low energies. At higher energies no deviations are

apparent. Apart from the discrepancies attributed to differences in

surface condition, tae present results and tdose of Heleon and Pinston

are in good agreement.

i'he electron amission froa tae graphite electrodes is considerably

smaller than that for copper and alumi nima. In order to calculate

values of (v+^ with a comparable accuracy, the voltage mesa

was greater than in the case of the metals, and the resolution

correspondingly smaller. fhe data in Pig. 7.13 show considerable

scatter, principally duo to the fact that the spectrometer and monitor

Chamber were made of different materials. Small changes in X-ray

quality were produced by the instability of the kilovoltage across the

tube. The electron emission from the graphite and aluminium electrodes

varied in sucn a way that was no longer constant for a

constant bias voltage £o. .

7.4 fhe Characteristic at xiigh 3ias Voltages

When the electrodes were made of copper or aluminium, the

characteristics of both chambers exhibited a negative slope at higa bias

voltages. I'his effect was not found in the case of graphite electrodes, as

shown in Pig. 7.19. fbe origin of the negative slops casts some doubt on

the validity of one of the original assumptions made in Chapter III. ihe

results of Pinston obtained at bias voltages up to 40 volts may therefore

be questionable. Phis problem will receive further attention in Chapter 7X1.
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caApm vi

The Total number of Low huepgy hiactions

71.1 Introduction ana definitions

The previous chapters nave been concexmed with the relative

numbers of electrons having different energies, rather tnan the absolute

number of low energy electrons. bince the distribution functions are

extrembly skew, electrons having energies graatar than 24ev in vacuo

contribute little to the total number. By measuring the spectrometer

current at saturation bias, this total can be found. For ail practical

purposes, saturation bias is attained with a voltage of t 24V.

The "exposure yield" , is defined as the charge liberated

par unit surface area per roentgen, and the "absorbed yield", Aobs, as the

corresponding tjuantity par rad. The exposure yield can be determined from

a measurement of 31 , tae area of the beam and the exposure rate at

tae electrode surface. In order to calculate Aobs > the spectral
distribution of the X-ray beam and the relevant energy absorption coefficients

must also be known.

Since the number of electrons emitted is sensitive to surface

conditions, the main object of the experiments is to examine the variation

of and AaVs with photon energy. The size of the spectrometer electrodes

prevented the use of any of the sophisticated methods of surface cleansing

commonly adopted in S.b.b. work.

VI.2 nx,lerimental details

(i) spectrometer

Fig. VI.1 snows the spectrometer chamber mounted at the highest

position possible, thereby ensuring the maximum current with the smallest

ax^ea of irradiation.
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Unlike the "relative currents" discussed in Chapter V.2, the

absolute values of positive and negative current differed by a few

percent. This is attributed to the differences in surface conditions

of eacu plate. Since eacn value of -^scoc.) is oomposed of the
emission from two surfaces, tue mean current from each surface is given

by _

T _ x+*n + ---2^

^ (1)

(ii) iieaaurement of Current

A combination of a aigb resistance and the Vibron 33b electrometer

enabled the spectrometer current to be measured with sufficient accuracy#

Any small rises of potential on the central electrode were negligible

compared wica tne bias voltage across the cavities and the current was

unaffected. As a cueek on this behaviour, a Townsend balance was used

to measure tne currents from the aluminium chamber. fhe values obtained

ware within the experimental error of tue currents found with the

electrometer - resistance method, waen corrected for the true value of

the nominal 10"^ ohm resistor'.

(iii/ X-day Beam

since the product of the area and exposure rate must be known for

eacn determination of A^^ and Aavs. » the beam geometry was standardised
for all axpei'imexits, thereby reducing the error in tae relative values

of tne yields for different materials and a-ray energies. A clinical

applicator (6 cm diameter} 3U cm was fixed into the X-ray "head"

and tne whole assembly lowered to toucu the aluminium window of the

vacuum enclosure, as shown in dig. 7.2.

as an initial approximation, it was assumed that the radiation

was not attenuated by the thin aluminium window and spectrometer electrodes.

Since the waole beam travelled through the central portion of the
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spectrometer

where J© and A0 are tae exposure rate and area at the applicator

exit window;aad 3?(->C) and A(x) are tae corresponding quantities at any

depth x. . By means of a radiograph, A0 was measured to witdin

+ The exposure rates at the applicator exit window were determined

witn a Baldwin^-farmer substandard thimble caamber for eleven combinations

of kilovoltage and filtration. The appropriate corrections for quality,

and temperature and pressure, were made to taese results.

VI.3 quality of the X-ladiation

(iJ half Value Layer (H.V.L.)

In order to calculate the absorbed doserate from the exposure rate,

ideally the wnoie spectral distribution should be known. Luch

information is difficult to obtain and in addition would involve a complex

calculation. The most common metnod of specifying X-ray quality is by

quoting a H.V.L. in a given absorbing material. 'The continuous

distribution is roughly equivalent to that monoenergetic radiation which

is reduced to half intensity by the same taickness of absorber. In

Fxg, VI.3» curve A represents tao attenuation of a continuous X—ray

distribution in copper. The straigat line B represents the monoenergetic

beam that is reduced to aalf its original intensity in a thiokness h,

the H.V.L. in copper, according to the equations

X 6*0 - Xo e. ^
-Cav <3. (3)

energy of tae continuous spectral distribution.



TABLEVI.1
QualityoftheX-rayBeam

BeamParameters
SingleComponent

"Multicomponent"Representation
Filter

kv

H.V.L. mmCu

effective kev

*1

H.V.L. mmCu

kev

J2

H.V.L. mmCu

8*0. kev

X3

H.V.L. mmCu

kev

Th.III

250

3-64

156

60

5.06

205

30

1.84

105

-

mm

-

Th.Ill

200

2.85

133

60

4.05

167

30

1.50

94

-

-

-

Th.II

250

3.18

141

50

5.68

233

50

1.90

106

-

-

-

Th.II

200

2.45

122

60

3.90

163

40

1.30

88

-

-

-

Th.I

250

2.65

127

44.5*;

5.60

228

47*

1.85

105

8.0

0.6

64

Th.I

200

2.00

109

42.5*

4.40

180

50

1.41

92

7.5?t

0.47

59

Th.I

150

1.40

92

40

2.90

134

50

0.90

76

-

-

-

250

1.55

96

30

5.00

203

40

1.25

87

10

0.30

50

0.5mm

200

1.16

84

35*

3.98

165

43.0

1.00

79

21.0

0.34

52

Copper

150

0.825

73

40.0

2.33

118

59.0

0.50

60.5

-

-

-

100

0.50

60.5

50

1.04

80.5

'50

0.28

48.5

-

-

mm
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(ii) Multxoomponent representation

77
Greening (1963/ has described a convenient method of

approximating a continuous A-ray spectrum by two or three mono energetic

components. hsaenfcially this method requires tuat tne attenuation of

tne beam be represented by a series of exponentials. Pig. VI.4

illustrates the graphical approaoh to thus approximation. A tangent

is drawn to the curve at large values of absorber thickness, intercepting

the axis at • From the slope of this line can be found an

attenuation coefficient and the corresponding puoton energy h ■>>,

A difference curve is now plotted and treated in the same way to give

an intercept I2 and an energy . I"hi a process can only be
repeated in so far as tne accuracy of the initial attenuation curve

allows, subsequent difference curves containing greater percentage

inaccuracies. Greening found that the turea (or two) component

representation gave a surprisingly good approxxmation to the spectral

distribution.

(ixx) Harrow Beam Attenuation measurements

From the arguments of the last section, it is obvious that the

attenuation curve must be measured wita a considerable accuracy. Ike

comparator described in Chapter IV was used to compare the currents

fx-oa two ionisation Chambers. The monitor Chamber- was placed in a

direct beam from the X-ray head 5 the measuring ouamber current was

pr-oduced by a beam that passed through a known thickness of copper.

Using the chamber capacitances as a means of calibration, the resistance

was adjusted to 10,000 oams at the aero attenuation balance point.

Measurements were taken down to transmitted intensities of loss than

1G/j of this value. In setting up tne apparatus, care was taken to

ensure tnat no scattered radiation reached either chamber. An optical



TABLEVI.2

Calculationof1013Coulombsi/roentgen
xr«*y kev

6eATr)

aluminium

graphite

copper

do •f/scc

io"13a

_L

io"15a

i

io"13a

T"

2*

X

po

I-

2jt

i

X

I-*,

2.1

X

J>C

156

1.46

131

127

258

64.o

43.8

70.5

78.5

149

37.5

25.7

540

530

1070

266

182

133

0.595

58.5

57.5

116

28.7

48.2

29.3

32.0

61.3

15.5

26.0

289

285

574

143

240

141

1.95

178

176

354

87.6

44.9

91

102

193

48.8

24.9

850

850

1700

423

219

122

o.855

885

87.5

176

43.6

51.0

41.0

45.0

86.0

21.8

25.5

525

520

1045

260

304

127

2.46

263

260

523

130,:
52.6

119

132

251

63.3

25.7

1470

1470

2940

753

306

109

1.245

150

148

298

73.8

59.3

58.5

64.0

122.5

30.9

24.8

970

975

1945

484

389

92

0.456

65.0

64,0

129

32.0

70.2

21.1

22.7

43.8

11.1

24.3

500

510

1010

251

550

96

4.42

645

640

1285

318

72.0

193

215

408

103

23.3

4350

4450

8800

2250

510

84

2.58

425

420

845

209

81.0

110

121

231

58.3

22.6

3050

3150

6200

1590

616

73

1.25

235

231

466

115

92.0

51.3

57.0

108.3

27.3

21.8

1820

1870

3690

945

757

6Q&

0.374

87

87

174

43.1

115

14.4

15.8

30.2

7.62

20.4

710

735

1445

359

960
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device fitted into the X-ray head enabled both chambers to bo lined up

with their respective beams.

fable VI.1 summarizes the results for the eleven radiation

qualities used in the experiments,

VI,4 Calculation of tne exposure Yield AexP-

According to eqns* (l) and (2)

A = X / (4i

The results are subject to two additional conditions being met. Firstly,

the kilovoltage used in the measurement of J>c must not differ appreciably

from that used in the measurement of I . Secondly, it nas been assumed

that 3)0 represents the average exposure rate over A® , An error in

the latter condition 'Will not affect tue relative values of A£xp .

Tae values of ^ for copper and aluminium electrodes were stable

shortly after the ultimate pressure had bean reached. several days of

pumping were required before the value for graphite attained a reproducible

value. This is attributed to gases absorbed in the porous graphite

s fcructure.

Table VI,2 contains the data necessary for the calculation of

(a0 A for the three materials» The general benavlour of
parallels tae ratio of the X-ray absorption coefficient of the material to

that of air. For copper there is an order of magnitude rise as ^ •

falls from l^bkev to 60kev, whereas this rise is much less severe for

aluminium. In the caso of graphite, (A0 A^Xp ^exhibit a a decrease over this
energy range. It would therefore appear that the absorbed yield is the

more fundamental quantity.

VI.5 Calculation of the Absorbed Yield Aofe.

The absorbed dose in rads can be calculated from the exposure

dose in roentgens according to the relation



TABLEVI,5

Valuesof(0>63oA0AaVs.)in10ooulombs/radderivedundervariousapproximations
h

Rev

ALUMINIUM

GEAFHITE

COPPER

-t

x

1

x

X

X

X

X

g^*f03>o

3>oZlfg

g>6Vf=)p0

g64ff)Po

3>o2T;f?>-

156

39.2

37.5

40.3

26.2

26.5

28.6

47.9

35.5

39.8

133

39.2

36.8

40.3

26.8

27.1

29.2

a.4

32.5

37.2

141

38.1

35.9

39.1

25.6

25.8

28.0

44.2

34.3

38.8

122

39.2

35.7

39.0

26.6

27.0

29.3

40.5

32.2

37.5

127

42.1

37.0

40.5

26.8

27.3

29.6

45.7

31.8

38.4

109

40.9

36.6

40.0

26.4

26.8

29.2

38.2

30.2

37.0

92

39.0

36-6

40.3

27.0

27.3

30.0

33.4

30.5

37.4

96

42.9

34.8

39.3

25.3

26.8

29.5

35.2

25.9

36.7

84

38.6

35.1

39.7

26.0

26.8

29.7

29.4

26.1

36.1

73

35.4

35.0

39-7

27.3

27.1

30.3

25.2

25.4

34.9

60.5

32.9

33.4

38.3

29.2

28.4

32.4

21.4

23.4

36.5
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rads — O.838 . s roentgens (5)
where ^60 is the x-amo of the X—ray absorption coefficient of tie medium
to that of air at tie energy concerned. The valuea of tie so-called energy

x&
transfer coafficient tabulated by Berger were used to evaluate 2 6*0 t arid

tae values at tbe necessary energies were obtained by graphical interpolation.

In eq.11. (5j» the constant term is related to a value of 32.pev, for W , the

mean energy required to form an ion pair in air.

(i) bingle Component Approximation

representing the X-ray beau by a monoenergetic beam of energy

, we can write an expression for Aav>s as

^ _ A-g-yp. "I
Otlt OSZ3 g6^)/l0Po (6)

Values of (p.838 A0^W) are given in tue first
columns of fable VI.3 for the three materials at eleven effective X-ray

energies. This quantity is much less dependent on energy than the

exposure yield, but is still markedly energy dependent,

(ii) Multicoiuponent Representation

The X-ray beam can be represented by two or three aonoeaergatic

components of percentage intensities IE, , and -13 at energies

(M), (W*) and . The ratio %(v) must be evaluated at each
energy and weighted by the percentage intensities. <Je can write the

absorbed dose in rads as

rads - 0.838 &60 + ^ y roentgens

S 0.838 l±-% x roentgens (7)
The expression for Axb5 now becomes

A cxVs.
A e.yp X

o-tza A0Do (8)

In the second columns of fable 71.3 ere given / ± J for all
v /
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cases. The relevant columns of Table VI.4 illustrate the calculation

of (Zli) ■ for copper. Similar tables were prepared for all energies
and materiala. 1

(iii) Attenuation of tae X-ray Beam

All calculations so far have been based on tae assumption that

A0?(x) is constant througaout tae irradiated electrodes. The beam must

obviously be attenuated in order to cause electron ejection} and a

correction is necessary. Furthermore tae quality of the beam is modified.

Tae following method also takes account of tais modification.

In the schematic diagram of Fig. VI«5> the terms ^«, refer

to the product of area and exposure rate in the n region. In the

absence of attenuation, tbs increase in area with distance from the X-ray

source is compensated by a decrease in exposure rate, and the product is

constant. »faen the beam is attenuated, tae exposure rate decreases at

a faster rate, and the product also decreases.

As a first approximation, we can represent the attenuation by the

narrow—beam attenuation formula, neglecting the escape of characteristic

and Gompton recoil photons. In Appendix D it is shown that these

degenerated photons contribute only a small amount to the energy

absorption. Considering the attenuation by the aluminium window, we

have

— ax. oo d
A,3), = Aa T>0 e (9)

where is the narrow-beam attenuation coefficient of tae aluminium

window of thickness . rfo can also write

= a,:p, e_/tA"T (io)

and (ll)

where aa and T are tae attenuation coefficient and thickness of

the chamber electrodes. Combining eqns. (9;, (10; and (11), we obtain



TABLilVI.it-

SampleCalculationsofandforCopper
Key

TC
KCV1i"1£>•%*

hATk*,v»•J*-&1-

hl?i Ka-YIĵTjf.Jj
5*if

156

205.68.932.151.461.35
105.32.8811.53.683.22

----
5.14

4.57

109

180.43.922.731.161.07
92.50.8516.58.257.05
59.075.69463.452.38
12.9

10.5

60.5

80.5.50.822412.09.9
48.5.50.575829.016.4

---
4L.0

26.3
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an expression for the mean value AJ> at tae spectrome ser electrodes

/TP" = I.P.e-^%
a

- Ac, 3>o-f (y) (12)

Graphs of 13(9) ware plotted for each of tue electrode materials, using
the values of jx given by Grodstain and GcGinnies'1"^. The change in
quality of the beam is taken into account by evaluating each

of tne two or three components, and reducing the percentage intensities

accordingly. Inus ecpa. (8) becomes

X
Aav.s ~ o SiS Aa V0 I

(13)

where - T, ffr)%(->>,) +■ (14)
The relevant columns of Table VI.4 illustrate the calculation of

for copper. The values of (^©•8aS' A0&a.v>s.^ given by eq,n. (13) appear
in the third columns of Table VI.3.

VI.6 Conclusions

In Fig. VI.6 are plotted values of (o-Shs. Aehk<x^s^ for each
material according to the approximations given above. The effect of more

accurate dosimetry is to reduce bote tae scatter in tae points plotted and

the drop in the curve at low energies for aluminium and copper. The

residual slope at low energies is attx-ibuted to the inability of the two or

three component representation to account accurately for the continuous

spectral distribution of X—radiation* From the graphs are obtained the

following values of (c>-2z$ A0 Aabs^ , in 10 ^ coulombs per rads-
Copper t 37*5 12.5

Aluminium t 39 O i 1

Graphite t 28 +2

The absolute values of will be subject to the errors in Ae and W ,
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and the assumption that the exposure rate is constant over the area of

irradiation. Inserting = 26.4 ( ± %-J om2, we find

Copper « - 0.51 . 10~3 a^s.u. ■
cm . rad

-% S • S • "U «

Aluminium : Aa>, - 0.54 • 10 —2
cm • rad

K ) Q • S • 11 •

Graphite t &0y>*. - 0.38 .10 —g
cm . rad

bines the additional errors in these absolute values are due to the unknown

conditions of the electrode surfaces, no estimation of the accuracies can be

made.

ina variation of AiVs. with effective energy found by Finston is

shown in Fig. VI.7. In spite of possible differences in surface conditions,

his results agree remarkably well with those of the present experiment.

Finston assumed that the radiation could be represented by one component at

the effective energy, and this may well account for the large variation in 4

Neglecting the low energy "tail" of the curves of Fig. VI.7> the approximate

values of A«vs are as follows t

Aluminium *w* 0.50 . 10 3
e.s.u.

_ ~

cm * rad

e.s.u.

Graphite J 0.38 . 10 3 —j—
cm . rad

Tissue A<iuivalent e.s.u.

Plastic O.42 . 10~3 —
cm . rad

Finston's values for copper must be regarded with suspicion, in view of the

considerable change effected in our results for copper by raox^e accurate

dosimetry.
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CKAPTHH VII

\

Summary and. Conclusions

VII.1 Hrapii'ical Hnergy Distributions

In an attempt to measure taa flux of low energy electrons inside

an irradiated medium, an experimental method has been adopted which only

permits an observation of those electrons which can overcome the surface

potential barrier. In order to remove this limitation and investigate the

electron flux at lower energies, the detecting clement and tae irradiated

medium must be homogeneous. Such an experiment would seem to bo extremely

difficult, if not impossible. Fig. VII.1 depicts tne energy region in

question for a metal and an intrinsic semiconductor. In both cases, the

work function, <py is the energy required to remove an electron from the

Fex-ai level to "the exterior of the substance. In the case of a semiconductor,

this level occurs about midway between the valence and conduction bands.

Hhen the metal and semiconductor are at the same temperature, the Fermi

levels coincide. The region available for investigation is shown cross-

hatched.

In Chapter V, the flux distribution for metals was calculated

with respect to the bottom of the conduction band, whereas the aero energy

level of graphite was taken as t.he Fermi level, i.e. tv below the

vacuum level. The distributions ^V-v + ^0 so

obtained are intrinsically different quantities, and as sucn tney cannot be

compared. It is inherent in the concept of a secondary electron, that it

ceases to axist when its energy falls below that of the most weakly-bound

atomic saell, since it is then captured by the atom. The most common

biological material of interest in radiation studies is water, the physical

properties of which are far removed from those of the solid state. However,
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an analagous situation occurs in a metal when the secondary electron falls

into the i?ermi sea. It would therefore be most logical from an empirical

standpoint, to refer its energy to trie Fermi energy, i.e. tne distribution

^ (A + * ^8is function has been calculated frota the experimental

data for copper and aluminium.

In order to find a simple analytical relationship for the

distributions, they have bean plotted against log + <p^ in Tigs. '/II.2,
/II.3 and VII.4* These plots are considerably more linear taan are the

corresponding semi-logarithmic plots. This can be seen most strikingly from

a comparison of rhgs. VII.2 and VII.5 for aluminium. Tne effect of surface

contamination seems to be manifested in a definite break from linearity at

low values of • Both Nelson and Finstcn found a pronounced peak

in the distributions at low energies. This is believed to be an artefact

due to the apparent lack of corrections for contact potential differences,

and lack of sufficient screening around their respective spectrometer chambers.

Bearing in mind the fact that log (V+-0) varies over something
less than one decade, tae distributions obey the following approximate

equations*

Aluminium * (y + 4>j % ^

copper * !&0+<£) » (2;

Graphite t

where ^Qi. etc. are constants for each material.

VII.2 haergy Dissipation Density per Bmergent Secondary

In the last chapter-, AaV)S was found to be constant to within

a few percent over a range of effective X-ray energies from 60 to 160 kev.



fhe dimensions of ^Aa*s^) are the same as tiiose of defined in
Chapter II.2, i.e. the energy dissipation density in tiie S.B.S. zone,

necessary to produce one emergent secondary. Values of , in
2 / ~a~ / \ 2rad. cm . per- e.s.u., can be converted to\ °/ji) , in ev. per gm/cm*" per

electron, by tne equation

(Va) =
using the constants?

1 rad — j l electron charge (-e.) = 4.8 . 10~10e.s.u.j
—19

lev = 1.6 . 10 ergs

In Appendix 4, the results of durasn and Shchemelev^ are used to calculate

(J%l) fov copper radiation incident on various materials. In
so doing, some assumptions have been made which may not be wholly justifiable.

These values of are therefore very approximate.

fable VII.I summarizes the data so far available.

fable VII.1

Values of energy dissipation density

per Emergent oocondary in av per Woa2

Present
.experiment

Finston
et al54 Kanter^ Pomerantz

et al43
human and

ahcaemelev^l

Carbon 79.106 19*106 210,10° lpO.106 -

Aluminium 56UQ6 60.106 100.io6 90.10° 99*106
Copper 59*10 6 - - - 91.106
Nickel - - - 100.10° -

fhe order of magnitude correlation between the results obtained for X-ray

and electron induced suggests a similar meoaanisra for both processes.

If tne remarkable agreement between the present results and those of Finston

ia other than fortuitous, it is oossible to make some further deductions
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concerning the two poysical mechanisms. In all instances, the value of

(£*,/d ) for carbon is distinctly larger than the values for metals.

The constants Kal etc. in the empirical eqns. (ij, (2) and (3)

can be noxsaalised using the Aai>t values of Cuapter 71.6. i'ne appropriate

integration will then enable the total number of isotropic secondary electrons

to be found. A general empirical expression for the flux distribution is

$ = "(W)- (5)
waere iv v for aluminium and copper

and re- <v 4 for graphite.

The escape probability , P^v+0^is given by an equation analogous to eqn. (33J
of Chapter II.2,

= 1 - (-&$-)* w
Then ^a,bs. is given by the equation

rx"( P (y+ ci^s) — — 2.
y (V.^r oj

where the factor 2 accounts for the isotropic flux inside the medium. The

upper limit of the integral is not critical, and can be taken. as infinity.

_ince tae distribution fa ction falls off very rapidly wita V , eqn. (7)

can be solved to give

K = 4 (Vi^>0-■£) (f>n 1 Aabs {8)

The total number of low energy electrons, ^ , crossing a plane of

unit area per second inside tae medium, is given by

= i f2" K dV" e J. <wr
O)

H-X

Inserting the appropriate values of rw and Aav< into this equation* the

following values of arQ found*
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Aluminium : - 1.27 .10' electrons/rad . oa? . sec.

Copper : 7S>t*j|-. - 1.20 . 10* electrons/rad . cm^ . sec.

Grapaite : = l.il . 10^ elactrons/rad . em1- . sec.

Thus on the basis of an admittedly crude formula for the flux distribution,

and tae approximate values of the absorbed yield, the total flux of low
7

energy electrons per rad is of the order of 10 for each material investigated.

The electrons in question have energies greater baas <p ov above the Fei'zai

1 3vel.

In tais approximation, the large values of (tN -1qi" graphite appear'Ct '

to be a consequence of the retarding surface barrier potential and the skew

flux distribution* There is a greater number of very low energy electrons

in the internal flux for graphite, than there is for eisher copper or

aluminium. It is this portion of the flux that is most readily reflected

back into the medium at the surface. Since has about the same value

in all materials, the number of electrons ejected from the surface of

graphite will be less taan it is for the metals.

711.3 Conclusions

By means of X-radiation, a uniformly distributed source of fast

moving primary electrons is introduced into a medium. They consist of

paotoelectroas, Auger electrons and Coapton recoil electrons, and are slowed

down in the medium by collisions. When 8 -ray production is taken into

account, the equilibrium electron flux increases at lower energies, as

shown in Fig. II.2. It is reasonable to assume that this increase would
27

be maintained at even lower energies taan those quoted by ncGinnies , if

tae relevant cross-sections were known and the production of tertiary and

high©!- order electrons could be taken into account. Ail of the electrons

in this "slowing down" flux, which aave energies greater taan the nuniaum

ionisation potential of the medium, are capable of producing the low energy
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electrons investigated in tua present work.

There is a saarp contrast between this situation and the conditions

experiments, the low energy electrons were produced directly by the incident

electron, and as such can be strictly called secondary electrons, as orjeosed

to the secondary and signer order electrons of the present experiment.

Kanter demonstrated the validity of the Betne energy-loss tueory down to

constant above this energy. however, at energies below about Iksv, Bethe* a

theory is expected to break down due to the adoption of the Born approximation.

If tee energy loss mechanism below tars energy results in a greater proportion

of tne energy being given up to secondary electrons at the expense of

excitation, then it is possible to explain the discrepancies between the

values of (£<>/&} found by electron and X—ray induced electron emission. In
the latter experiments, the proportion of electrons in the slowing-down flux,

saving energies less than the order of lkev, will be independent of X-ray

quality. The value of Aav»s. will likewise be independent of kilovoitage

and filtration.

voltages provides evidence in favour of tne production of higher order

electrons by the low energy portion of the alowing-down electron flux,

some of the latter electrons will be produced in one electrode and will

liberate lower energy electrons inside the surface of the adjacent electx-ode,

as shown schematically in Fig. VII.6. fee presence of a retarding potential

between the electrodes may reduce the energy of these electrons to such an

extent that they are no longer capable of ionising. The low energy electron

exchange will then become smaller and the spectrometer current will fall

with increase in bias. This is a severe criticism of the retarding -potential

energies of at least 2kev in aluminium, and also showed that

The negative slope of the X (y) characteristic at nigh bias
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analyser when used at higu biases5 it is not expected to contribute a

significant error when the bias voltage does not exceed 15 or 20 volts.

In the case of graphite electrodes, the negative slope is

absent. however, the energy dissipation density required to liberate a

low energy electron from the surface, is greatest in this material. The

total energy dissipation by the low energy portion of the slowing-down

electron flux, may not therefore be sufficient to liberate an appreciable

number of lower energy electrons. Consequently the retarding potential

bias of Fig. 7II.6 will have no effect on the electron emission from the

electrodes, and the caaracteristic will not axaibrt a negative slope.

A detailed theoretical treatment of tue processes described

above does not seem possible. I'he flux distribution obtained by

Baroody^ as much less energy dependent than the distributions found for

the metals. fhis is to be expected in view of his assumptions that the

metal can be approximated by the bommerfeld free electron model, and that

the interactions are all of the hutherford type. In addition, ha did not

allow for the production of highei order electrons during the transport

process.

7 fi
Baft and Apker have demonstrated the existence of a low

density of states in the region of the Fermi level for graphite, a property

characteristic of all semi-conductors. The conducting property of

graphite is due to the relatively few electrons in the conduction band.
75

According to Dekker , it is precisely these electrons taat serve to modify

tae flux of low energy electrons during tue transport process. Consequently

the mean free path of very low energy electrons in grapuite will be

greater than it is in metals, and the flux distributions will differ in

the manner found experimentally.
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APPiilNDIX A

Blaotron Hxohaage Between Spherical Biaotrodes

8
Greening (1954) considered the situation depicted in i?ig. A.l

in whica an electron leaves the outer electi-oda at a distance -r from the

diameter AOB with an energy £, . i'he central electrode is V volts

negative with respect to the outer, and the electron will travel in the orbit

shown waere the closest distance of approach is . At this point the

equations of energy and angular momentum conservation give

-rfe - p XT' (i)
wnora €; is the energy at p . An electron must be emitted with a

parameter d- <" -r0 in order to be collected by the centre electrode, where

is given by

<r0si ~ & y£. -v ^2)
dN

The number of electrons, emitted from the elemental annulus between -r and
A

(V -t-d b\ in the direction of AOB depends upon tue area of the annulus
and the angle ©" to the surface normal. Having aaiiauthal symmetry, the

angular dependence can be denoted by ^-(P\) and the relevant number of
electrons c) N by

dlM = if(». (3j
CjE> 5»0

Sut -p - b sWi 9* j dV- bcos-© d&
and d N - 2nbz tf {>") ©- d& M
fae total number of electrons emitted from the outer sphere in a direction

parallel to AOB, which would strike the inner electrode in tne absence of

a potential, is given by

f\Io = 2-nb7 I Sua© d©
o C5)

where Stv\ r
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When a retarding potential V is applied, the number of these waich fail to

reach the centre sphere is
y- £V*

NM = 2r\V- if (&) sua&d&
&{y) (6)

where su/v£0(v)] = *~y b

Tiie fraction of electrons deflected is

N(v) __ J9M
N° _[ *" ^siufrde- (7)

Tae integrals in this equation can only be evaluated when is known.

In the special case of cosine emission ij- ^©-) = cos& and eq.n. (7;
reduces to

nW V
(3)N0 ^

where eqn. (2) has been used to express *T0 in terms of £ ? V .

equation (8) was found by Greening on the assumption that the

number of electrons emitted by the outer sphere in tae direction AOB is

proportional to the projected area of the inner sphere. In so doing, tais

author failed to recognise the modification of the low^electron flux produced

by the potential barrier at the medium - vacuum surface. The apparent

advantage of using a system of spaerical electrodes as a spectrometer is

therefore illusory, since an assumption must be made regarding the angular

distribution of the electrons leaving the wails.
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APPLHDIX. B

Tue Kemp Comparator.

fh.e Laplace transformation of Kemp* a circuit, including enamber

capacitances, is given in Fig. B.l. In this case tee three nodal equations

are as foliowrs$

^(y.+ Y'+Y,,) -VaY2 O = (1)

-VaVL + Vd(Vli-VJ.^Jf) ~Vb N/,

o -Va.N, +Vb (v,+ffVb) -

fae solution for the detector response is given by

Vi(f)

C ^I^Y'+VO) -T«
f

o

o ~Y,

0
lb (Y.+Y'VYI,)

(V1.+NVYa>) -Ya O

-% (Y.^YA) -Y,

o -Y, (Y,+Y'VYb)

ib

p

(2)

(3)

7b y^-yvMa) - Yi (Y, tyv YO .

(Yi+Y^VaXY,+ Y"+Yb)(\+Y,4Y0) - '+Ya) -"Y ,^Cy ,+YVvw)
This equation has the general form

Vi ) = X1 'V (5)
waere

<X = lkC, (q + cUc^ - C-i (c> 1"c'l+ Cb)
and the other* constants are evaluated in the same fasuion as those in

Chapter IV.

When all leakages aro small so that the time constants are large
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compared, with the time of observation, eq.n. (5) reduces to

C< \

V<t(p) CL f
2_

v4ft) = i -t
a

Then at balance

-1 a
__ c, Cc^-^c/-t-c0L>)

Xv, ~ ~cl (C, 4-c'X Cb)

(6)

(7)

wuicn is equivalent to Keap* s result.

The response function under various leakage conditions can be

found from eqn. (5) in a similar method to that given in Chapter IV.
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AFPi&DIX C

fliga Input Impedance Amplifier with a Gain of Unity

C.l Specification

The original purpose of taa amplifier was to degenerate the

monitor cable capacitance, as a means of acuieving a full range of comparator

calibration witaout loss of sensitivity. The amplifier serves equally well

as a means of monitoidng any aigtx impedance voltages, botu direct and

alternating, altnough no A.C. considerations were made in tue design.

Equations (9) and (10) of Caapter 17 may be solved for - •

In tiie absence of leakages, and for a monitor oaamber with an effectively

infinite slope resistance, tne expression for ^V> at balance becomes

V b = c (1 j
c,

i'hus tde voltage to be fed into the amplifier rises or falls at a rate

ss 1-10 volts per second.

The amplifier must be able to cope with voltages of about 1Q0V

of either polarity, and must remain linear over tais range to witain a

fraction of 1J&. The input impedance must be very aigh and a negligible

current taken. In addition, tbe output impedance must be vary low so that

pick-up is avoided.

C.2 fae Circuit

Fig. C.l. saows the complete circuit including power supplies.

In order to avoid taa application of the total input voltage across the

grid-cathode of the electrometer valve MS 1403, tais stage acts as a modified

cathode follower. In the conventional cathode follower circuit, the

grid-cathode swing is reduced at the expense of a large change of voltage

between tae cathode and anode. In the case of an electrometer valve, this

is undesirable because of the production of X—rays at the anode and the
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consequent alec iron amission from the grid. In the present circuit, the

anode - cathode swing remains small. The input is applied between the

electrometer grid and the anode of tue iSF 91 pentode, wuich is suitably

"backed off" by £b.o. •

C.i Analysis

The small-signal equivalent circuit of the amplifier is shown

in Fig. G.2, The primed and double-primed symbols refer to the first and

second stages respectively. For the sane of completion, the input circuits

of both valves have been represented by a parallel combination of resistance

and current generator. The shunting effect so included is negligible with

the vaives and resistors snown,. Although this equivalent circuit is only

strictly true for infinitesimally small signals, it serres to analyse the

principles involved.

From an examination of Fig. C.2, the following equations oan be

written.

+ + vV (2)

\Wr - ^

*V - /*t" {4JKk + a-

vJ" ate — M" P"- . c

vrW /*■' . *.5)
Rui~ r'k

From these equations we find

= V /*' y /*Vfh
A.. .

v"
I + (V^Yi - /-"Rl N v\ e»»n,A ' )

Under tne ambient operating conditions ^' 'v id>0 and -ra ro (o^JV , and
the gain of the first stage is given by

/"'!*- a,
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w'ith tua]< ~ loo V and £-v 3 v , the second stage gain is found

to be approximately 200

Inserting these values into eqn. (6), the overall gain xs an the

region of In addition, tae voltage excursions and v'aK are

only small fractions of the input voltage:

V*K = ^
> .r (14, /*!**_ (\ + \( v

-\

/N>

Ru+l-'a 7 J ZOCO (7)

o'aK = 7X7 (8)
Kk + KX Zec>

The output impedance is given by the relation

open circuit output voltage
short circuit output current (9)

ihen the output is short circuited, the feedback netwonc no longer operates

and the first stage is a cathode follower which feeds the grid of the OP 31

with a /oltage almost equal to the total input voltage. fixe output

impedance is therefore given by

_
__ V d*. _ _L~

£lo)

and is less than 500 ohms.

C.4 Operation

The difference voltage (Vih was observed with a valve

voltmeter, as shown in the insert of Pig. C.3» over a wide range of input

voltages. In this way it was possible to measure the variation of tae

overall gain with input voltage. The results shown in Pig. C.3. demonstrate

the extreme linearity of the amplifier. At niga values of positive input

voltages, corresponding to low anode voltages on the UP 31 pentode, the gain

drops, due to the pentode "bottoming". By adjusting the negative supply

voltage and aence tae initial anode voltage on tae pentode, the range of

positive or negative input voltages can be increased, whilst retaining a

linear amplification.
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APrHBDIX D

Absorbed Dose due to Scattered Hadiatiori

In the calculation of absorbed dose at an electrode surface, a

correction factor was included to account for the attenuation of the

X-ray beam. Pais factor involves tae use of the narrow beam attenuation

coefficients for the aluminium window and the electrodes. However, some

scatter radiation will undoubtedly contribute to the doserate, and tho above

correction will be an underestimation of tae absorbed dose. 'The scatter

radiations of interest are tae ouaracteristic K photons and Compton recoil

photons. Coherent hayleigh scattering is mostly in the forward direction,

and wa3 not included in the attenuation coefficients of •

The following notation will be used.

/<• > /*»,' 1 total attenuation and energy absorption coefficients
of primary radiation

i t. t total attenuation and energy absorption coefficients
' ' /*& 1 of secondary radiation

f » photoelectric oi-oss-section
oo j fluorescence yield

t Compton cross-soction

Mass units are used throughout.

Both of tae following calculations apply to a photon flux of Ne
2

photons per cm per second incident normally on a sheet of material (tae
— 2 ^ C4,pp<1'r

electrode) of thickness * go/cm . A The additional percentage absorbed
dose at the exit surface is calculated.

B,1 Puotoeleotx'ic Affect

The number of cuaracteristic photons produced in a layer of unit

area and thickness dx at a depth x in the material is given by

$ N * e. •/U* -x ui d* (1)

These photons are distributed isotropically. The fraction emitted at an



angle & with respect to the incoming radiation is therefore

i'he number emitted at & waich reacu the exit surface is

dN1 - aN s^Qd& . e ~yU
a

. T^M. e-.A* e V" ' d&iU
2 (2)

M 'I!he total number of oiiaracteristic X-rays , N ) which reach the assumedly

infinite exit surface can be obtained by integrating eqn. (2) with respect to

*" ^ & f^rSo cot ->* -y{T-K)/co»9
I\j' - \ I —— €• 6. shu. & d&- ctyJO Jo

^ r- ->*T
_ fnMoT | | e ~ -e

/*%*& ~ ^

S UA fe" <A&

(3)
In the multicomponent representation of the X-ray beam, the lowest energy

component is p^&ev and as a first approximation,

e-^T >7 e-XV^6
/**Xs© ^

for all values of & „ 6qn. (3) reduces to

f\l' = A/0 Tui \ e yw"'" 5,0^^ cc>$.6>

3/©' o

N1 = e-/-T (4)

The number of primary photons reaching the exit surface N is given by

M = Nc
2

Whilst the primary component passes through 1 om at the surface, the

oaaracteristic X-rays are spread over an infinite surface, and ratio of the

absorbed doses will be rauch smaller tnan . 7V z6*Q hV|< - , wnsre h^
/V p-< A to V>

and Jo/ are tne characteristic and primary photon energies. At h /- So kav,

this ratio is about 2^. Allowing for the scatter from the adjacent electrode,

the absorbed dose due to characteristic X-rays will be in the region of 3'X
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of that due to tiia primaries. It should bo remembered tuat tae pOkev

component only accounts for approximately 2py of the absorbed dose in the

particular "amltieomponent beam" in question. Thus the additional

contribution due to characteristic radiation will bo leas tnan 1>. and can

be neglected, At oigher primary energies, the scattered radiation

contributes even less to tue total absorbed dose.

i).2 Compton Affect

The absorbed dose contribution by recoil Coapton photons can be

estimated in a siiailar way to that given for cuaracteristic photons. If

we assume that the Compton photons have a single energy, and that they are

emitted equally in the backward and forward directions, an equation analogous

to eqn. (3) can be written.
f~*~ m -a* ~yu'

/V ' ^ « d*
o a

-r r I — -e. - ^W 7
N0o- I i - I

X L J (5)
As a first approximation, the exponential can be expanded and

is]' , 'hr e'^T -T [ I -«)
The absorbed dose at tne exit surface IP^y^ is given by

ID'aW - *>'/»'* ^ ^
where € r = (j- > the mean energy of the Compton paotons. Fc
is the fraction of the incident energy given up to recoil electrons, and

IS
is tabulated by larger .

'The absorbed dose due to the primaries at tne exit surface is

cPoA>s — ^ y^a. Kv7 C&)
Then tne additional fraction of absorbed dose due to Coaipton photons is

siren s
^ = N>'„ = OM [l-Fc]/> [l- fe)T]
^a-Vi Nfle_/U 'yUo, V,V * ^

(9)
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Uader these approximations, oaiouiations show that the secondary radiation

contributes an extra I>v to the absorbed dose over ta© whole range of primary

energies involved in the multicomponent repx-esentation. fuis percentage

is an overestxaation, and the contribution from recoil photons can therefore

be neglected in comparison with the error intrinsic in the two or three

component method of representation.



TABLE E.1

Results of Kumsh and Shohemelev

Material V X, % y.<£
Bi. 2.4 7.4 ""

Fb. 2.2 6.3 3.0 230 53.106
Au. 2.3 7.5 2.5 213 34.106
Sn. 2.3 6.7 2.4 247 47.106
Te. 2.0 5.5 2.4 «■» -

Cu. 1.6 1.2 ZJ1 50.9 91.106
Go. 2.2 5.0 2.3 358 107.106
Cr. 3.2 3.8 1 240 69.106
Al. 1.7 0.7 0.3 49 99.106
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APPmiiDIA A

Calculation of C£°"cl)for Copper K<* radiation

fit* puisa and currant ( j quantum yields measured by
51

humeh and ^hcheiaelov ax-e defined in Cuapter II.5* Thexr results are

adopted to calculate. fne values of Xp underlined in fable J.l
have been calculated from ~Xa and V by tua x^elation

xe -2b- (1)
i V

in a remaining values were found by the authors using a secondary electron

multiplier. Discrepancies between the latter values of Xp and those
calculated from eqn* (l) are apparent, and tne accuracy of all tne data

is questionable. The number of low energy secondaries par photon is

(xc -Xp^) • Assural ng taat tne zone of s.it.g. is in the region of
electronic equilibrium, tne absorbed dose in tais zone and henca the value

°f (k) can be calculated. ihus
Va -

. W

(2)

where yua is tae total absorption coefficient fox* radiation of energy
V\V. » 8,06kav. Since any secondary radiation is rapidly absorbed, values

of yU. t tne attenuation coefficient, nave been used. fable D.l shows the
results of Humsh and ohcnemalev, and tne calculation of CW*).
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